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__ lc...,tv...,.u .... s ..... A-.A ... M-.c _________________ _ 

From: 
Sent: 
To; 

·bject: RE: 

First off, I need to clarify the terms misused frequently. 
A Safety Release is what the Govt test organization, such as ATC/OTC, prepares and issues 
prior to a major test series that involves the use of troops. Lockheed has very little input 
except for whatever info is in the Safety Assessment Report, and that is used to help develop 
the Safety Release. The Safety Release is not really at issue, but is often the term used by 
folks when they really mean Safety Approval for Materiel Release. This is what I believe 
Myrick is talking about. 

Secondly, again, and what is really at issue, is the Material Release. 
The SAR that is currently under the LRIP 3 contract was an attempt to combine the IFCS and 
ILMS efforts in addition to M270A1 configuration updates in the area of System Safety. All 
we got approval for was the 450 or so hours to complete it. The wording in the contract 
suggests a much larger effort than what the 450 or so hours allowed. This is what is at 
issue. Lockheed cut the hours down) but did not modify the wording in the contract to tailor 
the effort to the hours. In addition, the safety certification issue came up, and this will 
require additional hours to satisfy and place the data in the LRIP 3 SAR. The big 
documentation meeting we had seemed to meld these two issues together, when they should have 
been handled separately. lllllllllllwould like to hold Lockheed's feet to the fire and make 
them submit a SAR that is closer to the wording in the contract, regardless of the hours 
Lockheed reduced themselves down to. This beefed up SAR is supposedly going to include the 
new Safety Certification, or Safety Risk Reduction Effort, but Lockheed plans on charging the 
Govt the extra hours in a new soon to be presented proposal. 

,, in a nutshell, yes Lockheed still owes us a SAR, but in order to complete it to the 
~ent we need them to, they will send us a bill. 

Jrick believes the contract wording forces them to deliver it without any addtional 
payments. Realistically, we will pay for it, in my opinion. 
The contract currently requires a full blown effort with anyalyses. We are asking Lockheed 
to perform more under the Risk Reduction Effort that is ongoing, or in some people's opinion, 
we are asking Lockheed to perform to the level they should. Yes, Lockheed should do it 
without extra payment, but, realistically they can make a case that the Govt concurred in the 
original reduced hours. 

That's all I know. Kinda confusing, but all I am concerned about is completion of the safety 
effort, and don't really think I can add anything to a contract disagreement. 

I hope this answers it. let me know if I can assist any further. 

-----o~ge----
From:-
Sent~l 2:11PM 
To:~ 
Subject: M279A1 Safety Release 

1 a meeting today with 11111111111 on various issues. 
1 



ne orougnT up saTeTy release. 1 don't believe he really understands where we are today. 
Based on our Monday discussion, what I understand is that LMMFC can meet the specific 
contract requirements in the SOW but that they do not have enough hours/money to do as good a 
job as we desire and do all the analyzes we need to be comfortable. 

1 you give me a brief lay down of just what the contract requires versus what we are asking 
'<fC to do for us? 

I"''LRS Prof Ofc 
6-1599 

2 
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30 June 2008 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

SUBJECT: Discussion with 

On Monday, 5 May 2008, I had a discussion with retired who was MLRS 
Project Manager at the time the independent Safety Assessment Report (SA!J..:~rmed. 
He has retired from the Army and currently \Vorks for SAIC in Huntsville. ---stated 
he did not remember the exact timeframes or details, but did remember that Lockheed Mart.in 
was required to do a SAR under their contract, but the report was delayed and .lacking. As a 
result, he directed an independent assessment be performed. He said the reports showed the 
safety danger would be a rare occurrence and would require a combination of mistakes; so they 
decided the risk was minimal compared to the need to get the system fielded. 

The attached memorandum dated] 8 Mar 03. Subject: M270Al Delivery issues, signed by
- is consistent with his recollection of the events to me during our discussion. 

EncJ 
as 
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us:.I"AiirMeNT OFTHEAAMY 
PROGRAM E.Xkt:IJTIVE 0FAC:E.. TACnCAL L!TSSJLI!.S 

!1250 MARnM ROAD 
REDSTONE AM &HAL Al !$891-8000 

lBM:u.-03 

MEMORANDUM FOR U. S. AnDy A ~~tion and Missile Com.a:w.td, .MI..RS Contructing Office 
(AMSA'M~AC-TM~, S300 Mantn Road, Redstone Atsm\al, AL 3589S.. 
sooo 

SUBJ.ECI': M:270Al 'Oelh-eay Issues · 

1. Rcicrence your 1cttu to Loclchccd Martin, l"~ 12, 2003. :ivinl the coutractar a deadline 
of 19 M.zlr 03 to resolve !!sues relnting to the omstandi:rlg Safc:.ty A.ssesstnmt .Report (SAR} FCA 
Action .llmn Numbc::r 573. tbc PLecision Pl:res Rock.c:t & Missile Systems (PFRMS) PMO 
~pcctfully 8Slcs yao tD extend that oeQcDine to 23 Apr 03. . 

2.. R.ekte:nce the aafc:'t)' letter to )'our offiec., 13 MM 03, the ld270Al SDfcty POC states Ihat his 
office has no safety obj~tioDB to the continued ac:cept.anQe of Ml70Al ~Ju:rs. I reeogni:tc 
the Safety Office 8J tbe EUbjcct matU:'t' apcrt in this ar:ea, and amse.qaently fed .satisfied their 
op\nicm i:~ weD researched BUd SOMd. My affioe intends tO place a prio:ity on ~~oat 1he 
other iMue brought up by AMCOM Sa!A:ty, that bdng non-c02llplilmcc of tbc ~to .MJL.. 
PRF-3S.SOO. My staft. in cOI\)unetioa with )'aut staff, is dlllgearly working to <:Onlc 10 1%1 

equ5tabk solutiDil to thls issue:;., but I believe extra tlme is ilee~d to do a ·thc:rmtlsh effort.. . ' 

3. Given the ~life situation we ii:od our cxnmt:ty fn, I btUcve it iS easeniial to contimle 
ptQducticn flow m·or&rw mcc:t m:ry opcr8.tional ~ts tb1s office is called upou to 
rupport. . 

COL.PA 
Ptoject M:rnager, ~ l1rcs 

Roekit 2.nc:l Misailo Sptems 
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From; 
Sent: 

USA AMC 
PM 

To: CIV USAAMC 
USAAMC 

>ject: 
.achments: 

Classification: 
Caveats: NONE -

safety Report (UNCLASSIFIED) 
LMMFC • SAR Settlement.doc 

UNCLASSIFIED 

There was never a contract issued like we do here in the~ and I never received 
a copy of any of the SETA task orders. The PMO directed b~ issued the tasks 
directly SETA contractors and it was only much later when I was informed about this 
fact by llllllgave me a copy with the contractors names and the dollar 
amount they were paid for their effort. This was the basis for our request stated in the 
attached letter. 

·····0~---

Frotn: ----· Mr CIV USA AMC 
sen~es 5:48 PM 
To: 1111111111111115 CIV USA AMC 
Subject: The "Other" safety Report 

-.<eep running across references to there being another contractor hired to do the SAR when 
Lockheed couldn't or wouldn't do it for that period of time. But 1 have yet to see any 
reference to a contract. All I have seen is the SRRE report. 

said that was the other safety report and the contractors were from the SETA 
support the PM had under contract · and that the SRRE they produced as a combined effort with 
government people is the only other report. 

Is that (or does it sound) right to you? 

Thanks -Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 
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11 July 2008 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

SUBJECT: Meeting with PFRMS Project Office Regarding Investigation 

discuss the issues surrounding the Safety 
Assessment Reports mentioned in the allegations. A summary of the information provided to 
me in that meeting is as follo\vs: 

1. There was llCl separate contract issued to develop a Safety Assessment Report. This 
effort v.tas handled by the Safety Risk Reduction Effort (SRRE) Team, which did include support 
contractor personnel worldng for the MLRS Project Office, and whose efforts \>:ere documented 
in the "MU~S M270A 1 Safety Risk Reduction Effort" Final I<.eport dated January 31, 2002. (A 
copy of that report was furnished to me by-) 

2. The Conditional11ateriel Release for the M270Al \vas signed by MG Dodgen. 
Commander, U.S. Am1y Aviation and tviissile Command. in February 2002. 

3. -stated he \Vas not aware of any safety incidents in the field associated with 
uncommanded cage movement. 

4. be would provide Reliability Data for the M270A l. (lnfonnat1on 
provided by email on 17 June 2008). 

Investigative Officer 
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MLRS 
M270Al Safety Risk 

Reduction Effort 

Final Report 

January 31, 2002 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Background- A background summary of the ''Safety Risk Reduction 
Effort" (SRRE) is provided to summarize why the SRRE team was initiated 
and to address the team's roles/responsibility. The team was established to 
define the safety criteria~ identify areas of consideration, and perfonn tesLc; to 
evaluate the launcher safety environment. The premise is that the launcher 
became unstable) resulting in uncontrolled launcher movement. Since the 
prime contractor would not certify the M270A 1 weapon system to be a safe 
platfon11, then the only govemment option was to perform limited analysis 
and testing to ascertain its safety condition. 

Objective - The objective of the SRRE teams was to identify any hazardous 
conditions resulting from the launcher's attributes. 

Approach- The approach was to evaluate how the launcher responds under 
certain conditions. An event was specified to create the desired conditjon, 
looking at how the launcher responds and not focusing on how the condition 
was created. 

Results - There were ground rules established, which are identified in the 
report, so the effort can be bound and accomplished within the specified 
time period. The team focused on two primary areas, \Vhich are launcher 
movement and munition firing. 

Launcher Movement- The analysis, testing, and data reduction 
identified a design deficiency which allowed uncontrolled cage 
movement when the inner and outer control loops were interrupted. 
When this condition occurred, the only means of stopping cage 
motion was with the emergency stop functions (i.e. overspeed and 
damage zones). Another second deficiency was hanging commands 
left active (i.e. Boom command remained active with 4.5 S/\V when 
the kill switch was used to stop launcher but the engineering release of 



5.0 S/W corrected this specific problem- How about others not 
found?) It was determined that the system kill switch as implemented 
will not stop cage movement in all modes. 

Munition Firing- During this SRRE effort, one test created a 
condition that allowed an "Ok to Fired" function to be reported 
incorrectly j thereby allowing the system to fire a rocket outside of the 
+ 3 mil safety window. 

Having identified these problems, the SRRE team evaluated them in 
accordance with the definition of a safe launcher. 

Conclusion - The SRRE team has identified some design deficiencies that 
should be addressed prior to fielding the M270A 1 weapon system, thereby 
assuring that known launcher safety environments are satisfied. 

2 
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1.0 Background- A background summary of the "Safety Risk Reduction Effort" 
(SRRE) is provided to set the stage for the understanding of this report. The SRRE 
team's roles/responsibilities, goal/objective, ground rules and approach identifies the 
basic condition/constraints applicable to this report. 

The initial SRRE meeting was conducted on 1 8 May 01 to establish a 
government/support contractor team for defming the safety criteria for fielding the 
M270A1 weapon system and to evaluate the system to these safety criteria. Two team 
leaders \Vere identified to ensure full coverage throughout the SRRE process. Team 
members were added as specific tasks were identified and defined. The prime contractor 
(LM) was invited to actively participate, but only agreed to respond to questions 
generated by the team. 

The premise was that the launcher became unstable resulting in uncontrolled 
movement rather than an input fi·om some foreign source causing the cage movement. 
This premise led the team to focus on the system control loops ("inner'' and "outer''). In 
the beginning it was obvious that the tean1 must answer this question, "What is a safe 
launcher?" In order to answer this question the elements that contribute to a safe 
launcher must be identified, and they are: 

• A launcher operates safely when it knows and executes valid 
commands for cage movement and firing operations. 

• A single failure will not cause a safety critical condition. 
• The FCS monhors operations in real time and knows the truth. 
• The FCS shuts operations down when unsafe conditions are present. 

The LM Uncommanded Root Cause Report \vas reviewed during this effort to 
determine what the prime contractor had done and to understand their conclusions. In 
summary, their conclusions v.,;ere that the launcher works as designed in all aspects of 
operations. 

It was imperative that the SRRE team understands how the launcher responds 
under specific conditions so that a safety statement could be '\\Titten prior to fielding. The 
safety statement will be based upon the results of this SRRE team's findings. A complete 
safety analysis will not be performed (Reference Ground Rules 2 & 5). Be advised that 
the mechanical, electrical, and thermal safety factors will not be addressed since they 
were already considered and implemented during the design phase. 

2.0 Goal/Objective of M270A 1 Risk Reduction Effort- The objective of the SRRE 
was to identify an acceptable level of risk in support of fielding the tactical configuration 
of the M270A1 Launcher through a "tailored" safety analysis, assessment, and test effort. 

3.0 Ground Rules- The SRRE team identified five ground rules which were used to 
minimize the effort but stlll bound the task. The ground rules were: 

] . A Risk Reduction Effort (RRE) will be conducted in lieu of a full Safety 
Certification. The difference js that the RRE was tailored to address only those hazards 
as described in section 3.2 to achieve a minimum level of acceptable safety risk to 
support a fielding decision. 

2. The RRE addresses only personnel safety and rocket firing safety issues v.rith a 
Catastrophic or Critical (Cat I and Cat II) Hazard potentiaL Only those hazards directly 



related to LLM Movement and Firing Operations during operation and maintenance 
would be considered under the RRE. 

3. No hardware damage or loss of mission issues would be included in the RRE. 
4. Applicable Single Point Failures {SPFs) would be highlighted for resolution, 

but applicable hazards with multiple failure modes will be identified for discussion and 
possible resolution after an impact assessment is made by the team. Of these hazards 
resulting from multiple failure modes. if the failure mode is undetected by the system, 
regardless of the number of failure modes assessed, it ,,·ill be treated as a SPF for 
resolution. 

5. The time frame for conducting this RRE doe.'> not aJJow for a quantitative 
assessment of probability for applicable Cat J and Cat II hazards. A determinatjon of 
probability based on qualitative assessment, using MIL-STD-882 as a guide. \vould be 
utilized and be rooted in sound engineering judgment and experience individually or as a 
tean1 where appropriate. 

4.0 Approach ~ After much discussion and seYeral ideas, the team agreed to approach 
the evaluation from a three*fold condition: 

• To set the launcher imo a condition to C\'aluate launcher response. 
• To observe how the launcher responds to the "exent". 
• Not to be concerned with how the event is created. 

h1 order to evaluate the response of the launcher, the SRRE team had to define a 
method of approach. TI1e sequence of events were to: 

• Obtain documentation 
• Review specific subsystem designs 
• Identify test scenarios 
• \Vrite detailed test procedures 
• Define and fabricate test tools 
• ldentify instrumentation requirements 

This approach allo\\'ed the team to insert an event into the launcher with the test 
tool and to measure the launcher's response through the instrumentation system. By 
understanding the test, the expected result. and reducing and analyzing the data, the 
SRRE team would be able to understand the launcher's response as a function of the as 
designed launcher. This information would then allow 1he SRRE team to accomplish a 
system assessment based upon how the launcher responds under controlled specified 
conditions. A detailed schedule was developed as tasks were defined and an appropriate 
level-of-person was assigned the responsibility to complete the task in accordance with 
the detailed schedule, Figure 4-1. 
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Figure 4-1 

The SRRE approach to testing was to write sufficient detailed test procedures for 
each test condition using the scenarios, which are included as Appendix 2. A detalled 
procedure provides the structure for controlling the sequence of execution and a means 
for duplicating the test if a rerun is required. From a data analysis position, the SRRE 
team performed sufficient testing to verify the premise and reduced/analyzed sufficient 
data to validate that the premise is truth. 

4.1 General- Operating within the tailored constraints of the established Ground Rules 
and Goal /Objective of the RRE, it was agreed by the SRRE team that a simplified and 
logical top level functional division of the M270A I system, driven but not defined by 
undesirable safety events, be established for this effort to funher the analysis and 
assessment. Major functional areas were used as a basic road map to operate under, and 
would be used as a guideline to continue the detailed RRE analysis and assessment while 
keeping the safety ground rules in perspective. This differs from a Fault Tree Analysis, 
which considers a specific failure as an undesirable event . Instead, the team used an 
overall major function of the launcher \Vhere all anticipated and applicable identified 
safety hazards to be assessed could be categorized, evaluated and addressed, as 
specifically related to that function. The report divides the task into t•No major 
subsystems: LLM cage movement and firing operations. 

4.1.1 LLM Cage Movement- The cage movement \Vas the major concern for creating a 
personnel hazard condition, therefore the major SRRE team effort will focus on this area. 
Scenarios 1 - 4, 7 and 8 address functions that affect control and monitoring of the cage. 
The intent was to insert an event into the launcher design and determine the effects on 
launcher movement. This allowed the SRRE team to assess the as designed launcher to 
determine the safety condition of the M2 70A 1 weapon system. The scenario provided a 



summary ofthe affected element, the method ofinsertion, the duration of the event, any 
special instructions, and the desired response ofthe launcher. 

4.1.2 Munition Functions- The approach to evaluating the munition firing circuit \vas 
to insert events into the system and evaluate how the system responded. Scenario 5 and 6 
were written to exercise these circuits, thereby providing data to evaluate these circuits at 
the system level. One scenario addresses the SNVT operation and the other scenario 
addresses the firing operation function. 

4.2 Tools- There were six tools, ,.,·hich were identified as being needed to support the 
Safety Risk Reduction Effort. The tools used in the testing included the Gunter Box, 
SNVT Box, PNU Box, pulse generator, oscilloscope, and a GPS signal repeater. 1l1e 
specially designed boxes (Gunter Box, SNVT Box, and PNU Box) have unique functions 
and their characteristics \Vill be described in the following sections. 

4.2.1 Gunter Box (GB)- Engineers designed the Gunter Box (GB) circuitry to perform 
two basic functions: 1) interrupt ~ignals. 2) in sen commands into the control loop. The 
Research Development and Engineering Organization at Redstone Arsenal manufactured 
the Box. Upon completion of manufacturing. ail circuitry was tested for consistency to 
the original design. The Box was powered up tn allow current to pass through an 
circuitry. Finally. the GB was interfaced into to the launcher. Various baseline missions 
(reload and fire missions) were run on the launcher to verify that the Gunter Box didn't 
interfere with normal launcher performance. The GB was used to either interrupt or 
insert a fault into the mechanical or hydraulic controls on the M270Al launcher. Events 
were insened into the drive signals from the LIU to the azimuth and elevation motors, 
yoke resolvers, shaft resolvers, and azimuth and elevation LLM resolvers. Figure 4-2 
provides a block diagran1 of the interface between GB. Fire Control System. and the Dmu 
Acquisition System. 
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4.2.2 SNVT Box -Engineers designed the SNVT Box circuitry to perform t\VO basic 
functions: 1) to interrupt the squib signal lines to the weapon system and 2) to monitor 
signals for HANGFIRE, MISFIRE, and SNVT conditions. The Research Development 
and Engineering Center at Redstone Arsenal manufactured the Box. Upon completion of 
manufacturing, all circuitry was tested for consistency to the origjnal design. The Box 
was powered up to allow current to pass through all circuitry. \\'hen the SNVT Box was 
connected to the launcher, baseline missions (reload and fire missions) \Vere run on the 
launcher to ensure that the SNVT Box didn't interfere with the launcher's normal 
performance. The SNVT Box \vas used to interrupt and/or monitor squib pulses going 
from the WlU to the v.:eapon. The amplitude of the squib current pulses \>.'ere measured, 
along with the number of pulses that are required in order to cause a hang fire or misfire. 
The SNVT box also checked out the test capabilities ofthe SNVT drive circuitry in the 
WJU; the three tests that the SNVT functions pertbnn were verified. 

4.2.3 PNl.J Box - Safety Risk Reduction Effort Engineers designed the PNU Box 
circuitry. 11Je Research Development and Engineering Center at Redstone Arsenal 
manufactured the Box. Upon completion of manufacturing. all circuitry was tested for 
consistency to the original design. The Box \Vas powered up to allmv current to pass 
through ail circuitry. When the PNU Box was connected to the launcher, various 
baseline missions (reload and fire missions) were run on the launcher to ensure that the 
PNU Box didn't interfere \vith normal launcher performance .. The PNU Box was used to 

input false odometer readings into the Position Navigation Unit in order that launcher 
response lO such false or incorrect operating conditions might be analyzed. The box also 
allowed for direct measurement of the odometer pulses independently of the PNU. 

4.2.4 J>ulse Gcncrntor ~ The Pulse Generator was a commercial off the shelf system that 
was used to insert various pulses of current into the launcher's control loop in order to 
create abnormal conditions. This de\·ice was used to vary the pulse width and magnitude 
of the input pulse. 

4.2.5 OsciHoscope- The Oscilloscope was a commercial off the shelf system that was 
used to measure current to the servo coils and other parts of the launcher. This device 
allowed team members the ability to measure the voltage and current required to generate 
launcher action. Team members also gained a more precise understanding ofho\\' the 
M270A 1 design functioned. 

4.2.6 GJ>S Signal Repeater- The GPS Signal Repeater \vas primarily used to support 
the PNU testing. It was a commercial off-the-shelf system that was used to capture a 
GPS satellite signal from outside the building and repeat the signal inside the building to 
support launcher operation tests. The purpose of the GPS signal repeater was to provide 
accurate position inforn1ation 10 the Launcher FCS when the tests were performed. 

4.3 Instrumentation- The instrumentation data acquisition system for the SRRE team's 
purpose is defined as a method of monitoring and simultaneous recording of a diverse set 
of data buses located on an M270A 1 launcher. The Instrumentation system used fbr data 
acquisition during testing consisted ofthree components: LIDAS, the Test Control 
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Counter (TCC), and a VME bus analyzer. Ba.<>eline tests were perfonned in order to 
assure that nom1al launcher performance was not affected by the installation of 
instrumentation equipment. Tests were performed after the launcher was fully equipped 
with LIDAS, ilie Test Control Counter. and a VME bus analyzer. These systems 
collected the data from each test in order that 1t could be reduced and analyzed. Refer 
back to Figure 4-2 to see the block diagram of the data acquisition system. 

4.3.1 LID AS- The UDAS is the standard M270Al data acquisition system that has 
been used and validated as an official MLRS instrumen1. It was used during SRRE to 
monitor and record launcher response to the various tests that \Vere performed. This 
instrumentation system collects data through specialized interface devices. This data is 
then recorded to an l\·1SD (mass storage device) in the launcher cab. To use the data, it 
can be removed from the launcher and translated with the use of Inter-Coastal Electronics 
Software. Once data is translated it can be reduced, analyzed, or plotted for graphical 
representation. LIDAS data \Vas monitored in real time in order to provide real time 
infom1ationto test conductor pertaining to the launcher's state of control. LIDAS 
installation, use, and data manuals are available upon request. 

4.3.2 Test Control Counter (TCC) ·The Test Control Counter was used as an aid for 
LID AS. The TCC was a software program written by SRRE eng1neers to identify the 
beginning and end of each test and \l.tas interfaced to the LID AS system. A standard 
laptop was used that interfaced with the WEP LIDAS Box. This data identified the test 
number. scenario, and visible cage response to the insertion of abnonnal events, Data 
was collected and stored with other UDAS data in the MSD. The TCC decreased the 
time for data analysis and reduction. 

43.3 VME Bus Analyzer- 1be VME bus analyzer is a monitoring system that enabled 
data to be collected from the LHJ and stored on a computer for reduction and analysis. 
The analyzer was mounted in the UU VME card cage. It collected all data that went 
across the VME bus. This gave the test engineers the abWty to verify LIDAS data and 
record any data that LIDAS may not have collected. A 1/3 height VME extender card 
\\'US required, with the P2 connector disconnected electrically, to separate the COTS 
VME analyzer from the 24Vdc on the LIU VME P2 connecter that would damage the 
Vl\1E monitor. The VME Bus Analyzer was connected to a standard laptop computer. 
which was runnjng bus analyzer software. The soft\\·are allowed for collection of data 
for analysis and reduction. 

4.4 Type of Data Col1ected- VME and LID AS data were collected. The reduced data 
files were stored in comma-delimited text format (commonly called Comma Separated 
Values (CSV) fom1at in database terminology), which may be Yiewed or printed using 
any Windo\VS \VOrd processing, spreadsheet, or database management program preferred 
by the user. The data was organized and categorized by scenario, tes1 number and the 
date the test was performed. The data was then stored on electronic media for ease of use 
and retrieval. 
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4.5 Scenarios · Since the SRRE team's approach Vi-as to look at the behavior of the 
launcher's response, when an event is applied, eight scenarios \vere generated identifYing 
many tests. Appendix l provides the details for each scenario. 

4.5.1 Scenario l -This scenario establishes a reload-right condition with many test 
events to be inserted. The objective was to observe/evaluate launcher response to these 
given conditions at the reload condition \vhile in a static condition. 

4.5.2 Scenario 2- 'This scenario establishes a fire mission condition with manv test 
events to be inserted. The objective was to observe/evaluate launcher respons~ to these 
given conditions at the aimpoint in a static condition. 

4.5.3 Scenario 3- This scenario objective was to observe/evaluate the launcher's 
response (when an event is inserted during the movement from stow to reload right!Jeft). 

4.5.4 Scenario 4 ·This scenario objective was to observe/evaluate the launcher's 
response when an event is inserted during the movement from stow to aimpoint. 

4.5.5 Scenario 5 ·This scenario objective \v·as to observe/evaluate the SNVT response to 
an event being inserted during a SNVT test. 

4.5.6 Scenario 6- This scenario objective wa.<; to observe/evaluate the launcher's 
response to a Hangfire or Misfire event being inserted into the firing circuits during a 12 
round ripple firing. 

4.5.7 Scenario 7 ~This scenario objective was to observe/evaluate the launcher's 
response when an event was inse1ted into the PNl.J. 

4.5.8 Scenario 8- This scenario's objective was to exercise the launcher by selecting 
uncommon options available to the operator to determine if the launcher allows itselfw 
get into an undesirable condition that would be considered a safety hazard to personnel. 
As these tests were performed, the path taken wa<; documented to insure that the 
conditions could be repeated if an abnmmal event occurred. 

5.0 Testing -The Safety Risk Reduction Effort started by gaining access to an M270A l 
launcher in order that testing could be performed to evaluate how the M270:-\ 1 launcher 
responds to the insertion of abnormal events. The launcher was delivered to Redstone 
Arsenal in September of 2001 and testing began October 1, 2001. As a result of testing, 
data collection, data reduction, and analysis, the launcher could be evaluated from a 
persormel safety perspective. The Test Conductor controlled all testing, assured that test 
procedures were followed, and that data was coHected in a consistent systematic method. 
The Test Conductor also assured that all tools and instrumentation data acquisition 
system including the VME instrumentation system were operating properly before 
beginning any test. SRRE team members began testing using version 4.5 OT software; 
however testing was complete,d using an engineering release of version 5.0 software. The 
prime contractor \vas encouraged to participate in defining and performing the tests that 
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\Vould be conducted, but declined. Their (prime contractor) only input to this analysis 
was to answer questions tha~ were generated by the Safety Risk Reduction Effort team 
members. 

5.1 General Testing Approach ·The SRRE approach identified various scenarios that 
set conditions in which test events could be inserted in order to examine launcher 
response and develop a "measure" of safety for the M270A1 launcher. Test procedures 
were written with a large amount of detail so that each test could he repeated exactly the 
same way every time it was executed. Several tool sets were designed, constructed, 
tested, and used to allow a method of event insertion into the launcher. The test tools' 
designs and interfaces to the launcher were a key factor for the success of this SRRE 
effort. The launcher ·was instrumented with a VME Bus Analyzer and LlDAS to record 
t11c launcher response as malfunction occurs. The data acquisition system was used to 
collect and record al1 the data re-quired for evaluating launcher response to the event 
inserted into the weapon system. After testing began it became obvious that all tests 
identified did not need to be executed. Those tests not run will be noted in each scenario 
(See Appendix 1 ). As the data was reduced it was presented to and discussed with the 
government and prime contractor. 

5.2 Baseline Tests- Tests were performed in order to establish a "baseline" before any 
"abnormal" testing began. These tests consisted of nom1al routine operations in which 
SRRE team members could measure launcher perfom1ance under nom1al conditions (no 
faults inserted). Data was captured and reduced in order to establish a basis for 
comparison in the upcoming tests. Baseline Tests \Vere performed for each specific 
scenario for whkh a test was performed. The baseline testing confirmed that launcher 
I 002 was in working order and acceptable for SRRE testing. Baseline testing also gave 
SRRE tean1 members a hasis for comparing the launcher under nom1al opera1ing 
conditions versus abnom1al condition. 

5.3 Scenarioffest- Testing scenarios consisted of two types of tests: l) interruption of 
launcher signals and 2) inserting a signal into the launcher that could have an effect on its 
control system. Test scenarios were established in orderto set operating conditions and 
constraints under \vhich the test procedure \vou!d be \vritten and perfonned. Some 
scenarios involved static launcher conditions while others were dynamic. Various 
scenarios were written and executed to verify the launchers state of control during 
abnormal conditions. As testing began safety team members started to understand more 
about the M270A l. The result of this increased knowledge was the realization that not 
all scenarios that had been written would impact the launcher control system~ therefore, 
some scenarios were not performed during launcher testing. 

5.3.1 Testing Scenario 1 -Test Scenario 1 established the criteria in \vhich procedures 
could be ·written in order to perfom1 the corresponding tests. This scenario establishes a 
reload-right condition with many test events to be inserted. The objective was to 
observe/evaluate launcher response to these given conditions at the reload condition 
while in a static condition. Test scenario 1 - LLM Motor functions with malfunctions or 
events inserted into the launcher while the launcher is in or at a hold mode at 1600 mils in 
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azimuth and 300 mils in elevation to determine system response. The LLM \vas 
positioned to an aim point using fire mission data. 

Test Scenario 1 was not perfom1ed. After developing the test scenario the safety 
team found that the launcher's brakes were applied \vhile the launcher v.-as at a hold 
mode~ that is the LLM cage could never move v.ith the brakes on. Therefore, the as 
design prevented the testing of this scenario. 

5.3.2 Testing Scenario 2- Test Scenario 2 established the criteria in which procedures 
could be written in order to perform the corresponding tests. Scenario 2 differed from 1 
in that the boom control menu wac; going to be used to achieve test position. The 
objective was to observe/evaluate launcher response to these given conditions at the 
reload point in a static condition. Test Scenario 2 - LLM l\1otor Functions with 
malfunctions or events inserted into the launcher while the launcher is in or at a hold 
mode at 1600 mils in azimuth and 300 mils in Elevation to determine system response. 
Command LLM to test position with boom controller menu (reload right). 

Test Scenario 2 was not perfonned. After deyeJoping the test scenario the safety 
team found that the launcher's brakes were applied ,,·hile the launcher v<'as ai a hold 
mode; that is the LLM cage could never move with the brakes on. Therefore, the n.s 
design prevented the testing of this scenario. 

5.3.3 Testing Scenario 3- Tes1 Scenario 3 established the criteria in which procedures 
could be v-.'Jitten in order to perform the corresponding tests. ll1is scenario objective was 
to observe/evaluate the launcher's response when an event is inserted during the 
movement from stow to reload right/left. Test scenario 3- performed LLM Motor 
Function Dynamic Tests; while positioning the LLM to test position (reload right) via 
Reload Menu and insert event into system during motion to reload position or as directed 
by procedure. 

After writing the test procedures for scenario 3, tests \\'ere performed on the 
M270A 1 launcher, while interrupting or inserting varim1s events into the launcher. 

5.3.3.1 Scenario 3 Test 3- The purpose of this tes1 \vas to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the AZ servo coiL Commands \Vere issued across the VME bus 
through the LDS card to energize servo coils to control servo valves, which provide force 
for cage motion. The servo coil is an integral part of the control system on the launcher. 
therefore the expected response is that the launcher design would recognize a lack of 
control and terminate launcher movement without using the emergency shut down 
function. 

The first event consisted of opening the AZ servo coils, preventing current from 
flowing to the coils. This resulted in uncontrolled launcher motion, thereby creating a 
personnel safety hazard. A quick look at the online LlDAS data indicated the launcher 
motion was stopped through the emergency shutdmvn function. 

5.3.3.2 Scenario 3 Test () - The purpose of this test v;as to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the EL servo coiL Commands are issued across the VME bus 
through the LDS card to energize servo coils to control sen'o valves, which provide force 
for cage motion. The servo coil is an integral part of the control system on the launcher, 
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therefore the expected response is that the launcher design would recognize a lack of 
control and terminate launcher movement without using the emergency shut down 
function. 

Test 6 was the same as test 3 only the EL servo coils ;.vere opened as opposed to 
the AZ servo coils. A quick look at the online LID AS data indicated the launcher motion 
was stopped through the emergency shutdo\vn function. 

5.3.3.3 Scenario 3 Test 9- The purpose of this test \vas to see how the launcher 
responds to npening the excitation of the AZ Shaft Resolver. The shaft resolver is an 
integral link within the inner control loop, therefore the expected response is that the 
launcher design would recognize an interruption of the control loop and terminate 
launcher movement without using the emergency shut down function. 

Test 9 opened the AZ resolver excitation. This resulted in uncontrolled launcher 
motion, thereby creating a personnel safety haz..ard. A quick look at the onl1ne UDAS 
data indicated the launcher motjon \Vas stopped through the emergency shutd0\\11 
function. 

5.3.3.4 Scenario 3 Test 12- TI1e purpose of this test was to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the AZ sine resolver function. The AZ sine resolver function is an 
input to the LDS card from the AZ shaft resolver. The sine resolver function is an 
integral link within the launchers control system, therefore the expected response is that 
the launcher design would recognize an interruption of the control loop and tem1inate 
launcher movement without using the emergency shm down function. 

Test 12 opened the AZ sine resolver function. This resulted in uncontrolled 
launcher motion, thereby creating a personnel safety hazard. A quick 1ook at the online 
LlDAS data indicated the launcher motion was stopped through the emergency shutdov.m 
function. 

5.3.3.5 Scenario 3 Test 15- The purpose of this test \>./as to sec how the launcher 
responds to opening the AZ cosine resolver function. The AZ cosine resolver function is 
an input to the LDS card from the AZ shaft resolver. The cosine resolver function is an 
integral link \\ithin the launchers control system. therefore the expected response is that 
the launcher design would recognize an interruption of the control loop and tenninate 
launcher movement without using the emergency shut do\'m functioiL 

Test 15 \\'as similar to test 12. The test opened the AZ cosine resolver function. 
This resulted in uncontrolled launcher motion, thereby creating a personnel safety hazard. 
A quick look at the online UDAS data indicated the launcher motion was stopped 
through the emergency shutdown function. 

5.3.3.6 Scenario 3 Test 18- The purpose of this test was to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the excitation of the EL Shaft Resolver. The EL shaft resolver is an 
integral link within the inner control loop, therefore the expected response is that the 
launcher design would recognize an interruption of the control loop and terminate 
launcher movement without using the emergency shut doV\·n function. 

Test 18 opened the launchers EL resolver excitation, a test similar to test 9. This 
resulted in uncontrolled launcher motion. thereby creating a personnel safety hazard. A 
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quick look at the online LlDAS data indicated the launcher motion was stopped through 
the emergency shutdown function. 

5.3-~.'7 Scenario 3 Test 21 -The purpose of this test was to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the EL sine resolver function. The EL sine resolver function is an 
input to the LDS card from the EL shaft resolver. The sine resolver function is an 
integral link within the launchers control system, therefore the expected response is that 
the launcher design would recognize an interruption of the control loop and terminate 
launcher movement without using the emergency shut dov.:n function. 

Test 21 opened the launchers EL sine resolver function. This resulted in 
uncontrolled launcher motion, thereby creating a personnel safety hazard. A quick look 
at the online UDAS data indicated the launcher motion was stopped through the 
emergency shutdown function. 

5.3.3.8 Scenario 3 Test 24 ·The purpose of1his test v,·as to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the EL cosine resolver function, The EL cosine resolver function is 
an input to the LDS card from the EL shaft resolver. The cosine resolver function is an 
integral link within the launchers control system, therefore the expected response is that 
the launcher design would recognize an interruption of the control loop and terminate 
launcher movement without using the emergency shm down function. 

Test 24 opened the launchers EL cosine resolver function. This resulted in 
uncontrolled launcher motion, thereby creating a personnel safety ha:zard. A quick look 
at the online LIDAS data indicated the launcher motion was stopped through the 
emergency shutdovm function. 

5-~.3.9 Scenario 3 Tests 25-27- The purpose of these tests •vas to see ho\V the 
launcher would respond to an external current pulse into the AZ yoke coil while the 
launcher was moving in the clockwise direction to the reload right position. 

Test25 through 27 used the Gunter Box and s1gnal generator to input i. 2, and 3-
milliamp pulses into the AZ yoke coil in a clock\vise direction. Test 25 inserted a l 
milliamp pulse through the Gunter Box into the AZ yoke. No disruption was noticed in 
cage movement and the system maintained control until the design margin is exceeded. 
Te..<Jt 26 inserted 2 milliamps lhrough the Gunter Box into the AZ yoke. The cage speed 
increased in the clockwise direction, then recovered. The launcher appeared to regain 
control. Test 27 inserted a )·milliamp pulse through the Gunter Box into the AZ yoke 
coil and the launcher came to an abrupt stop, probably caused by an over speed condition. 
A quick look at the online LIDAS data indicated the launcher motion wa..:; stopped 
through the emergency shutdov,;11 function. 

5.3.3.10 Scenario 3 Tests 28-30 ·The purpose of these tests was to see how the 
launcher would respond to an external current pulse into the AZ yoke coil while the 
launcher "vas moving in the counter clockwise direction to the reload left position. 

Test 28 through 30 used the Gunter Box and signal generator to input 1, 2, and 
milliamp pulses into the AZ yoke coil in a counter clockwise diredion. Test 28 inserted 
a 1 milliamp pulse through the Gunter Box into the AZ yoke. There was a small 
reduction in cage speed, launcher recovered, and the system maintained control until the 
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design margin was exceeded. Test 27 )nserted 2 milliamps through the Gunter Box lmo 
the AZ yoke. The cage speed decreased in the counter dock wise direction, then 
recovered. The launcher appeared to regain controL Test 28 inserted a 3-milliamp pulse 
through the Gunter Box into the AZ yoke coil and the launcher experienced a drastic 
decrease in speed and then recovered. 

5.3.3.11 Scenario 3 Tests 31-33- The purpose of these tests was to see how the 
launcher would respond to an external current pulse into the EL yoke coil while the 
launcher was ascending out of the stow position. 

Test 31 through 33 used the Gunter Box and signal generator to input 6, and 9-
milliamp pulses into the EL yoke coil while cage \Vas ascending om of stowed position. 
Test 31 inserted 3 milliamps through the Gunter Box into the EL yoke. There was a 
smaH reduction in cage spe.ed, launcher recovered. and the system maintained control 
until the design margin was exceeded. Test 32 inserted 6 milllamps through the Gunter 
Box into the EL yoke. The cage stopped moving in the upward direction and then 
recovered. The launcher appeared to regain control. Test 33 inserted a 9-milliamp pulse 
through the Gunter Box into the EL yoke coil and the launcher stopped. reversed 
direction (went down), and then recovered. 

5.3.3.12 Scenario 3 Tests 34-36- The purpose of these tests \Vas to see how the 
launcher would respond to an external current pulse into the EL yoke coil \vhile the 
launcher was descending into the stow position. 

Test 34 through 36 used the Gunter Box and signal generator to input 3, 6, and 9-
milliamp pulses into the EL yoke coil while cage w·as descending into the sto\\ position. 
Test 34 inserted 3 miiliamps through the Gunter Box into the EL yoke coil and no 
noticeable affect on the launcher occurred. Test 35 inserted 6 milliamps through the 
Gunter Box into the EL yoke coil and the cage experienced one jerk/bump dovm and then 
recovered. Test 36 inserted a 9-milliamp pulse through the Gunter Box into the EL 
yoke coil and the launcher jerked/bumped do·wnward 4 times and then recovered. 

5.3.3.13 Scenario 3 Tests 37- 39 - The purpose of these tests was 10 see how the 
launcher would respond to an external current pulse into the AZ & EL yoke coils \vhile 
the launcher was proceeding from reload left to the stow position in a clockwise upward 
direction. 

Test 37 through 39 used the Gunter Box and signal generator to input 2, 4, and 6-
milliamp pulses into the AZ & EL yoke coils while cage was proct.-eding from reload lefl 
to the stov.· position in a clockv.ise upward direction. Test 37 inserted 2 milliamps 
through the Gunter Box into the AZ & EL yoke coils and a small disruption {wiggle) in 
the cage movement occurred and then the launcher recovered. Test 38 inserted 4 
milliamps through the Gunter Box into the AZ & EL yoke coils and a small disruption 
(\'\iggle) in the cage movement occurred and then the launcher recovered. Test 39 
inserted a 9-milliamp pulse through the Gunter Box into the AZ & EL yoke coils and a 
larger disruption (more wiggle) occurred in the cage movement and then the launcher 
recovered. 
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5.3.3.14 Scenario 3 Tests 40 - 42 - The purpose of these tests \vas to see how the 
launcher would respond to an external current pulse into the AZ & EL yoke coils '""hile 
the launcher ·was proceeding from stow to the reload left position in a counter clockwise 
dov.,,mvard direction. 

Test 40 through 42 used the Gunter Box and signal generator to input 2, 4, and 6-
milliamp pulses into the AZ & EL yoke calls while cage was proceeding from stow to the 
reload left position in a counter clocbvise downward direction. Test 40 inserted 2 
milliamps through the Gunter Box into the ,Q & EL yoke coils and a small disruption 
(wiggle) in the cage movement occurred and then the launcher recovered. Test 41 
inserted 4 milliamps through the Gunter Box into the AZ & EL yoke coils and the cage 
appeared to slow down, speed up, and then jerk to a stop. Test 42 inserted a 9-milliamp 
pulse through the Gunter Box into the AZ & EL yoke coils and lhe cage appeared to s1m-v 
down, speed up. and then jerk to a stop. 

5.3.3.15 Scenario 3 Tests 43- 54- The purpose of these tests \\"aS to insert a Vt·.llE 
command into the servo coiL These events were an attempt to see how the launcher 
system responds to commands that appear on the VME BUS. ln the process of running 
the insertion tests using the Gunter Box it was concluded that the VME insertion tests 
were not necessary or would not cause the launcher to respond any different than \'-'hen 
the insertion \Vas performed v..1th the Gunter Box. 

5.3.3.16 Scenario 3 Tests 55-57- The purpose of these tests was to see how the 
launcher would respond to an external current pulse into the AZ yoke coil while the LLM 
was proceeding clockwise using boom controller. 

Test 55 through 57 used the Gunter Box and s11:,rnal generator to input 3, 6, and 9-
miliiamp pulses into the AZ yoke coil while LLM was in boom control mode and moving 
in a clockwise direction. Test 55 inserted 3 milliamps through the Gunter Box into the 
AZ yoke coil and a small disruption (slowed then sped up) in the cage movement 
occurred and then the launcher recovered. Test 56 inserted 6 milliamps through the 
Gunter Box into the AZ yoke coll and the cage appeared to slov,.· down, speed up, and 
then jerk to a stop. Test 57 wasn't performed. After the 6 milliamps stopped the LLM 
movement a 9-milliamp insertion was not necessary as the threshold had already been 
determined. 

5.3.3.17 Scenario 3 Tests 58- 60- The purpose of these tests was to see hov,· 1l1e 
launcher would respond to an external current pulse into the AZ yoke coil while the LLM 
was proceeding counter clockv.rise using boom controller. 

Test 58 through 60 used the Gunter Box and signal generator to input 3, 6, and 9-
milliamp analog pulses into the AZ yoke coil \Vhile LLM was in boom control mode and 
moving in a counter clockwise direction. Test 58 inserted 3 millian1ps lhrough the 
Gunter Box into the AZ yoke coil and a small disruption (slowed then sped up) in the 
cage movement oc.curred and then the launcher recovered. Test 59 inserted 6 milliamps 
through the Gunter Box into the AZ yoke coil and the LLM appeared to reverse direction, 
and then recover. Test 60 specified inserting a 9-milliarnp pulse through the Gunter 
Box into the AZ yoke coil, which wasn't perfom1ed. 
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5.3.3.18 Scenario 3 Tests 61 - 64 -The purpose of these tests was to insert a VME 
command into the servo coil. These events were an at1empt to see how the launcher 
system responds to commands that appear as a foreign signal on the VME BUS. In the 
process of running the insertion tests using the Gunter Box it was conclude~ that the 
VME insertion tests were not necessary or would not cause the launcher to respond any 
different than when the insertion was performed \.Vith the Gunter Box. 

5.3.3.19 Scenario 3 Tests 65-67- The purpose of these tests was to see how the 
launcher would respond to an external current pulse into the EL yoke coil while the LLM 
was proceeding up using boom controller. 

Test 65 through 67 used the Gunter Box and signal generator to input 3, 6, and 9-
milliamp pulses into the EL yoke coil while LLl\1 \.\'as in boom control mode and 
ascending. Test 65 inserted 3 milliamps through the Gunter Box into the EL yoke coil 
and a small disruption (stopped momentarily) in the cage movement occurred and then 
the launcher recovered. Test 66 inserted 6 mjlJiamps through the Gunter Box into the EL 
yoke coil and the LLM appeared to stop moving and then recover. Test 60 inserted a 9-
miHiamp pulse through the Gunter Box into the EL yoke coil and the LLM reversed 
direction, then recovered. 

5.3.3.20 Scenario 3 Tests 68-70 ·The purpose of these tests was to sec how the 
launcher \vould respond to an external current pulse into the EL yoke coB \Vhile the LLt'v1 
was descending using boom controller. 

Test 68 through 70 used the Gunter Box and signal generator to input 3, 6, and 9-
milliamp pulses into the EL yoke coil while LLM v.-as in boom control mode and 
descending. Test 68 inserted 3 milliamps through the Gunter Box into the EL yoke coil 
and a small disruption (slightly noticeable bounce) in the cage movement occurred but 
then the launcher recovered. Test 69 inserted 6 milliamps through the Gunter Box into 
the EL yoke coil and a small disruption (noticeable bounce) in the cage movement 
occurred and then the 1auncher recovered. Test 70 inserted a 9-mmiamp pulse through 
the Gunter Box into the EL yoke coil and the LLM experienced a very fast jump/bounce, 
and then recovered. 

5.3.3.21 Scenario 3 Test 71 -The purpose of this test was to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the excitation of the AZ Yoke Resolver. The yoke resolver is an 
integral link \\ithin the inner control loop, therefore the expected response is that the as 
design wouJd recognize an interruption ofthe control loop and terminate launcher 
movement without using the emergency shut dov·.:n function. When test 71 was executed, 
the launcher entered into an uncontrolled mode and the emergency kill S\vitch was used 
to stop LLM motion. 

5.3.3.22 Scenario 3 Test 72- The purpose of this test was to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the AZ yoke resolver sine function. The yoke resolver is an integral 
link within the inner control loop, therefore the expected response is that the as design 
would recognize an interruption of the control loop and terminate launcher movement 
without using the emergency shut dov,T! function. \\/hen test 72 was executed, it resulted 
in uncontrolled launcher motion, thereby creating a personnel safety hazard. :\quick 
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look at the online LIDAS data indicated the launcher motion was stopped through the 
emergency shutdown function. 

5.3.3.23 Scenario 3 Test 73- The purpose of this test was to see bow the launcher 
responds to opening the AZ yoke resolver cosine function. The yoke resolver is an 
integral link within the inner control ioopt therefore the expected response is that the as 
design \vould recognize an interruption of the control loop and terminate launcher 
movement without using the emergency shut dovm function. When test 73 \vas executed. 
the launcher entered into an uncontroiled mode and the emergency kill s'.vitch was used · 
to stop it. 

5.3.3.24 Scenario 3 Test 74- The purpose of this test \Vas to see ho'"' the launcher 
responds to opening the excitation ofthe EL Yoke Resolver. The yoke resolver is an 
integral link within the inner control loop; therefore the expected responses is that the 
launcher design would recognize an interruption of the control loop and terminate 
launcher movement without using the emergency shut do\'>11 function. When test 74 was 
executed, it resulted in uncontrolled launcher motion, thereby creating a personnel safety 
hazard. A quick look at the online LlDAS data indicated the launcher motion was 
stopped through the emergency shutdown function. 

5.3.3.25 Scenario 3 Test 75- The purpose of this test was to see hO\v the launcher 
responds to opening the EL yoke resolver sine function. The sine resolver function is an 
integral link within the launchers control system, therefore the expected response 1s that 
the launcher design would recognize an interruption of the control loop and tem1inate 
launcher movement \Vithout using the emergency shut do'.\11 function. \\1len test 75 \Vas 
executed, it resulted in uncontrolled launcher mmion, thereby creating a personnel safety 
hazard. A quick look at the online .LJDAS data indicated the launcher motion was 
stopped through the emergency shutdovm function. 

5.3.3.26 Scenario 3 Test 76- TI1e purpose of this test was to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the EL yoke resolver cosine function. The cosine resolver function 
is an integral link within the launchers control system, therefore the expected response is 
that the launcher design would recognize an interruption of the control loop and terminate 
launcher movement v.ithout using the emergency shut down function. \Vhen test 76 \Vas 

executed, it resulted in uncontrolled launcher motion, thereby creating a personnel safety 
hazard. A quick look at the online LID AS data indicated the launcher motion was 
stopped through the emergency shutdown function. 

5.3.3.27 Scenario 3 Test 77- The purpose of this test was to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the excitation ofthe LLM AZ Resolver. TI1e LLM resolver is an 
integral link within the irmer control loop, therefore the expected response is that the 
launcher design would recognize an interruption of the control loop and terminate 
launcher movement \Vithout using the emergency shut dovm function. When test 77 ""'as 
executed, it resulted in uncontrolled launcher motion, thereby creating a personnel safety 
hazard. A quick look at the online LIDAS data indicated the launcher motion was 
stopped through the emergency shutdown function. 
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5.3.3.28 Scenario 3 Test 78- The purpose of this test was to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the LLM AZ resolver sine function. The sine resolver function is an 
integral link within the launchers comrol system, therefore the expected response is that 
the launcher design would recognize an interruption of the control loop and terminate 
launcher movement without using the emergency shut dov.rn function. \Vben test 78 \Vas 

executed, it resulted in uncontrolled launcher motion, thereby creating a personnel safety 
hazard. A quick look at the online UDAS data indicated the launcher motion was · 
stopped through the emergency shmdo\vn function. 

5.3.3.29 Scenario 3 Test 79- The purpose of this test was to see hmv the launcher 
responds to opening the LLM AZ resolver cosine function. The cosine resolver function 
is an integral link within the launchers control sy::.1em, therefore the expected response is 
that the launcher design would recognize an interruption of the comrolloop and terminate 
launcher movement v..~thout using the emergency shut down function. When test 79 was 
executed, it resulted in uncontroHed launcher motion, thereby creating a personnel safety 
hazard. A quick look at the online LIDAS data indicated the launcher motion was 
stopped through the emergency shutdO\vn function. 

5.3..3.30 Scenario 3 Test 80- The purpose of this test was to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the excitation ofthe LLM EL Resolver. The LLM EL resolver is an 
integral link v.ithin the inner control loop, therefore the expected response is tha1 the 
launcher design would recognize an interruption of the control loop and terminate 
launcher movement v,:ithout using the emergency shut dO\V11 function. When test 80 '''as 
executed, it resulted in uncontrolled launcher motion, thereby creating a personnel safety 
hazard. A quick look at the online UDAS data indicated the launcher motion was 
stopped through the emergency shutdown function. 

5.3.3.31 Scenario 3 Test 81 -The purpose of this test was to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the LLM EL resolver sine function. The sine resolver function is an 
integral link within the launchers control system, therefore the expected response is that 
the launcher design would recognize an interruption of the control loop and terminate 
launcher movement without using the emergency shut down function. When test 81 was 
executed, it resulted in uncontrolled launcher motion, thereby creating a personnel safety 
hazard. A qujck look at the online UDAS data indicated the launcher motion was 
stopped through the emergency shutdown function. 

5.3.3.32 Scenario 3 Test 82- The purpose of this test was to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the LLM EL resolver cosine function. The cosine resolver function 
is an integral link \Vithin the launchers control system, therefore the expected response is 
that the launcher design would recognize an interruption of the control loop and terminate 
launcher movement without using the emergency shut d0\\'11 function. \vnen test 82 \vas 
executed, it resulted in uncontrolled launcher motion, thereby creating a personnel safety 
hazard. A quick look at the online LIDAS data indicated the launcher motion was 
stopped through the emergency shutdov.11 function. 
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53.3.33 Scenario 3 Test 84- The purpose of this test wa.c; to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the excitation of the AZ Shaft Resolver v,;hile using the boom 
controller. The shaft resolver is an integral link within the inner control loop, therefore 
the expected response is that the launcher design would recognize an interruption of the 
control loop and terminate launcher movement \vithout using the emergency shut down 
function. When test 84 was executed, it resulted in uncontrolled launcher motion, 
thereby creating a personnel safety hazard. A quick look at the online LID AS data 
indicated the launcher motion was stopped through the emergency shutdoVvn function. 

5.3.3.34 Scenario 3 Test 85- The purpose of this test was to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the excitation of the EL Shaft Resolver \vhi]e using the boom 
controller. TheEL shaft resolver is an integral link within the inner control loop; 
therefore the expected response is that the launcher design would recognize an 
interruption of the control loop and terminate launcher movement without using the 
emergency shut down function. When test 85 was executed, it resulted in uncontrolled 
launcher motion, thereby creating a personnel safety hazard. A quick look at the online 
LIDAS data indicated the launcher motion \Vas stopped through the emergency shutdown 
function. 

5.3.3.35 Scenario 3 Test 86- The purpose of this test was to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the excitation ofthe AZ Yoke Resolver while using boom controller. 
The yoke resolver is an integral link within the inner control loop, therefore the expected 
response is that the launcher design would recognize an interruption of the control loop 
and terminate launcher movement without using the emergency shut down function. 
When test 86 was executed, the launcher entered an uncontrolled mode and the boom 
control kill switch was used to stop LLM movement. 

5.3.3.36 Scenario 3 Test 87- The purpose of this test \:vas to see hov,, the launcher 
responds to opening the excitation of the EL Yoke Resolver while in boom control mode. 
The yoke resolver is an integral link within the inner control loop; therefore the expected 
responses is that the launcher design would recognize an interruption of the contro1loop 
and terminate Jaunc.her movement without using the emergency shut dO\vn function. 
When test 87 was executed, the launcher reversed direction and launcher motion was 
terminated. A quick look at the online LlDAS data indicated the launcher motion was 
stopped through the emergency shutdown function. 

5.3.4 Testing Scenario 4- Test Scenario 4 established the criteria in which procedures 
were VvTitten in order to perform the corresponding tests. This scenario obje-Ctive was to 
observe/evaluate the launcher's response when an event is inserted/interrupted during a 
fire mission. Test scenario 4 - LUv1 Motor Function Dynamic Tests used fire mission 
data to position LLM to aim point and fire six rockets. 

After writing the test procedures for scenario 4 tests were performed on the 
1\1270A1 launcher. In Test Scenario 4 various events were inserted into the launcher. 

5.3.4.1 Testing Scenario 4 Tests Not Performed- There were a total of 62 tests \\lritten 
for scenario 4. As testing began certain tests within scenario 4 became invalid as the 
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SRRE team members became more educated about M270A 1 launcher functions. After 
review of the tests only 15 were determined to be capable of producing valuable 
information. These 15 tests were run and will be descrihed in the following sections. 

5.3.4.2 Scenario 4 Test 3 ·The purpose of this test \Vas to see hov..· the launcher 
responds to opening both AZ servo coils during a fire mission. Commands are issued 
across VME bus through LDS card to energize servo coils to control servo valves, which 
provide force for cage motion. The servo coil is an integral part of the control system on 
the launcher, therefore the expected response is that the launcher design would recognize 
a lack of control, if any, and terminate launcher movement without using the emergency 
shut down function. 

On the first test, all of the rockets fired, thereby ending the fire mission. The 
operator issued a launcher stow command by pressing the stow prompt on the FCP. A 
partial stow (cage moved approximately ten degrees in elevation) occurred and after 40 
seconds, the interrupt switches were reset to normal position, thereby allowing the system 
to complete the requested stow command. 

Two additional tests were executed usjng the same procedure but having different 
results. The difference being tha1 when the eYent was inserted into·the system, it caused 
uncontrolled launcher motion, thereby creating a personnel safety hazard. A quick look 
at the online LlDAS data jndicated the launcher motion was stopped through the 
emergency shutdown function. 

5.3.4.3 Scenario 4 Test 6- The purpose of this test was to see how the launcher 
responds to opening both EL servo coils during a fire mission. Commands are issued 
across Vlv1E bus through LDS card to energize servo coils to control servo valves, which 
provide force for cage motion. The servo coil is an integral part of the control system on 
the launcher, therefore the expected response is that the launcher design would recognize 
a lack of control and tenninate launcher movement without using the emergency shut 
do>\-11 function. 

The first event consisted of opening both EL servo coils, preventing current from 
flowing to the coils. The coils were opened after the 2nd rocket was fired. The cage 
jerked or bounced down in elevation and the FCS aborted the fire mission. 

5.3.4.4 Scenario 4 Test 9- The purpose of this test was to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the excitation of the AZ Shaft Resolver during a fire mission. The 
shaft resolver is an integral link within the im1er c.ontrolloop; therefore, the expected 
response is that the launcher design would recognize an interruption of the control loop 
and terminate launcher movement without using the emergency shut down function. 

Test 9 opened the AZ shaft resolver excitation during a fire mission; the launcher 
appeared to remain in a stable operating condition. The fire mission was completed, 
tiring all remaining rockets. The stow prompt wa.S presented and pressed. The LLI\·1 
stopped after short movement. The launcher had to be powered down and up to finish 
stow. A quick look at the online UDAS data indicated the launcher motion was stopped 
through the emergency shutdown function. 
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5.3.4.5 Scenario 4 Test 18- The purpose of this test was to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the excitation of the EL Shaft Resolver during a fire mission. The 
shaft resolver is an integral link v.1thin the inner control loop; therefore, the expected 
response is that the launcher design would recognize an intem1ption of the control loop 
and terminate launcher movement '"ithout using the emergency shut do,vn function. 

Test 18 opened the EL shaft resolver excitatjon during a fire mission; the launcher 
appeared to remain in a stable operating condition. The fire mission was completed, 
firing all remaining rockets. The stow prompt was presented and pressed. The LLM 
stopped after short movement. The launcher had to be powered down and up to finish 
stow. A quick look at the online LIDAS data indicated the launcher motion was stopped 
through the emergency shutdovm function. 

5.3.4.6 Scenario 4 Test 25-27- The purpose of these tests was to see how the launcher 
would respond to an external pulse condition into the AZ servo command >vhile the 
launcher was performing a fire mission. 

Test 25 through 27 used the Gumer Box and signal generator to input 1, 2, and 3-
milliamp analog pulses into the AZ servo command during a fire mission. Test 25 
inserted 1 milliamp through the Gunter Box into the AZ servo after the 2110 rocket firing. 
The launcher wiggled, re-aimed and fired remaining rockets. Test 26 inserted 2 
milliamps through the Gunter Box into the AZ servo during a fire mission. When 2 
milliamps are inserted during rocket firing the brakes are applied, thus there is no 
launcher movement. On the 2"d run 2 milliamps was inserted after the 2nd rocket firing. 
The launcher wiggled and fire mission \Vas aborted. Test 27 inserted a 3-milliamp pulse 
through the Gunter Box into the AZ servo. The launcher jerked/wiggled, tried tore-aim. 
but the fire mission \vas aborted. 

5.3.4. 7 Scenario 4 Test 31 - 33 -The purpose of these tests was to see how the launcher 
would respond to an external pulse condition into the EL servo command while the 
launcher was performing a fire mission. 

Test 31 through 33 used the Gunter Box and signal generator to input I, 2, and 3-
milliamp analog pulses into the EL servo command during a fire mission. Test 31 
inserted 1 milliamp through the Gunter Box into the EL servo after 2nd rocket firing. The 
launcher bounced, re-aimed and fired the remaining rockets. Test 32 inserted 2 
milliamps through the Gunter Box into lhe EL servo after 2"d rocket firing and the 
launcher jerked/bounced, but completed the fire mission. Test 33 inserted a 3-milliarnp 
pulse through the Gunter Box into the EL servo and the launcher experienced a large 
jerk/bounce and the fire mission was aborted. 

5.3.4.8 Scenario 4 Test 51- The purpose of this test was to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the excitation of the AZ Yoke Resolver during a fire mission. The 
yoke resolver is an integral link within the inner control loop, therefore the expected 
response is that the launcher design \vould recognize an interruption of the control loop 
and tem1inate launcher movement without using the emergency shut down function. 

After the 2nd rocket was fired, test 51 opened the AZ yoke resolver excitation. The 
launcher fired 2 more rockets, but stopped short of firing the last one. The LLM slew and 
then came to a rapid stop. 
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5.3.4.9 Scenario 4 Test 54- The purpose of this test was to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the excitation of the EL Yoke Resolver during a fire mission. TI1e 
yoke resolver is an integral link \>rithin the inner control loop, therefore the expected 
response is that the launcher design would recognize an interruption of the control loop 
and tem1inate launcher movement without using the emergency shut down function. 

After the 211
.:1 rocket was fired, test 54 opened the EL yoke resolver excitation. 

The launcher fired 1 more rocket, then slew to a damage zone and stopped. 

5.3.4.1 0 Scenario 4 Test 57- The purpose of this test was to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the excitation ofthe LL.M AZ Resolver during a fire mission. The 
LLM AZ resolver is an integra! link within the inner control loop, therefore the expected 
response is that the launcher design would recognize an interruption of the control loop 
and tenninate launcher movement without using the emergency shut down function. 

After the 2"d rocket was fired, test 57 opened the LLM AZ resolver excitation. 
The launcher fired all 6 rockets, turned off pump, but gave no safe pron1pt. 

5.3.4.11 Scenario 4 Test 60- The purpose of this test was to see how the launcher 
responds to opening the excitation of the LUv1 EL Resolver during a fire mission. The 
LUv1 EL resolver is an integral link within the inner control loop, therefore the expected 
response is that the launcher design wouJd recognize an interruption of the control loop 
and terminate launcher movement \vithout using the emergency shut down function. 

After the 2nd rocket was fired, test 60 opened the LLM EL resolver excitation. 
The launcher turned off pump and terminated the tire mission. 

5.3.5 Testing Scenario 5- This scenario identified conditions in \Vhich procedures were 
v.rritten to perform detailed tests to evaluate the launcher's response to the inserted event. 
The objective was to verify the three safety functions monitored during the SNVT (short
no-voltage-tester) test operations are satisfying the safety requirements. The SRRE team 
added three tests to the original scenario and concluded these three tests were an 
acceptable method for safety validation. The three tests are: Stray voltage, High 
impedance, and Low impedance. The SNVT tests the interface looking back into the 
WIU firing circuit. 

5.3.5.1 Scenario 5 Test 51- The purpose of this test \\'as to verify that the SNVT will 
detect a 'stray-voltage' on any squib line, located in the WIU. The test circuit in the 
SNVT Box applied the 'stray-voltage' (50 mv to 1.5 volts) to a squib line, but the SNVT 
circuitry in the WIU did not detect the aberrant voltage consistently. Troubleshooting of 
the problem revealed that the ·external' system noise levels were too high and interfered 
with the test box and measuring equipment. This test was deemed not nearly as 
important as the other tv.to SNVT tests, so correcting the problem at the time \Vas 'put off 
till later'; the test never was repeated. 

5.3.5.2 Scenario 5 Test 54- The purpose of this test \Vas to verify that the SNVT 
function in the WIU detects a 'low impedance' ofless than 10 Kilobms between any one 
squib wire and all of the other squib lines. Vv'ben the event was inserted into the tiring 
circuits the SNVT detected the low impedance, as expected, and issued a failure alarm. 
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The testing demonstrated that &.6 Kilohms is detected as a failure by the SNVT circuitry 
and that 20 Kilohms passes the test. 

5.3.5.3 Scenario 5 Test 57- The purpose oftllis test was to verify that the SNVT 
function in the WIU detects a 'high impedance' of more than 5 ohms bet·ween the signal 
and retum lines of the squib conduit under test When the event was inserted into the 
firing circuit, the SNVT detected the high impedance, as expected, and issued a failure 
alarm. The testing demonstrated that 5. 7 ohms is detected as a failure by the SNVT 
circuitry and 0.5 ohms passes the test. 

5.3.6 Testing Scenario 6- Test Scenruio 6 established the criteria in which procedures 
could be written in order to perform corresponding tests. The scenario objective was to 
verify that the launcher's processors "caught" and correctly reported a HANGFIRE or a 
h·1lSFIRE if either occurs. Test Scenario 6 set conditions to create the Hangfire/J\1isfire 
criteria by connecting the SNVT Box between the WJU and the weapon pods. The tests 
consist in interrupting the squib lines, one at a time, and placing a load across the squib 
lines sufficient to cause the desired Hangfire or Misfire. The SRRE team added nvo tests 
to the original scenario and concluded that these two tests were an acceptable method for 
safety validation. The two tests are: Hangfire and Misfire. 

5.3.6.1 Scenario 6 Test 61- The purpose of this test was to verify that the FCS detects 
and properly reports a 'Hangfire' when it occurs. \Vhen the event was inserted into the 
firing circuit, the FCS detected a Hangfire condition, reported the abnom1ality, and 
temtinated the fire mission. 

5.3.6.2 Scenario 6 Test 62- The purpose of this test was to verify that the FCS detects 
and properly reports a 'Misfire' when it occurs. When the event \vas inserted into the 
firing circuit, the FCS detected the Misfire condition. reported the abnom1ality, and 
terminated the fire mission. 

5.3.7 Testing Scenario 7- The purpose of this scenario was to evaluate the PNU 
operation as it relates to the system safety requirements. Scenario requirements were 
v.'Titten, a test tool was designed/fabricated, and detailed test procedures were written to 
evaluate the PNU/FCS interface and to determine how the system responds when 
abnormal events are insened into the system. These tests .,:vere not perfonned because of 
the availability of the launcher 10 the SRRE team. 

5.3.8 Testing Scenario 8 - This scenario was to operate the launcher under normal and 
random modes without inducing any faults. The procedures for this testing (normal and 
random operation) were written as the tests were performed. Many of these tests 
revealed information that increased the knowledge of SRRE team members. Only four of 
the tests performed were determined to be critical to safety, as a result those were the 
only four tests that were documented. The follo'\ving tests describe the four random 
operations that were documented as being safety critical functions. 
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5.3.8.1 Scenario 8 Test 1 - TI1e purpose of this test was to demonstrate that the svstem 
\vould tenninate the fire mission when the cage position violates the safety \Vindo~l.' { ± 3 
mils). The LLM was positioned to aim point and a 12 round ripple firing began. After 
2nd round fires, the excitation voltage applied to the cage resolver was opened, and a 
manual rotational input was applied to the cage, resulting in azimuth cage motion. 

5.3.8.2 Scenario 8 Test 2- The purpose of this test \Vas to demonstrate hanging 
commands in lhe buffers and their effect on launcher motion. TI1is test examined how 
launcher motion was affected when the commanded stored logic connection is re
established. The test was accomplished with no induced fault. During nonnal and 
random operation the sequence of events were: 

-position cage to reload right 
-extend boom 
-lower hoist with pod just otT the ground 
-hand brake off 
-momentarily commanding azimuth CCW 
~press resume on FCP 
-hand brake on 

5.3.8.3 Scenario 8 Test 3- TI1e purpose of reporting on th.is test \Vas that an undesirable 
launcher conditjon existed, which resulted in cage motion (oscillation). This test 
examined how launcher motion was affected under a sequence of events: 

-position cage to reload rear 
-boom out with pod, do not hoist down 
-momentarily command LLM CW (1 second) 

5.3.8.4 Scenario 8 Test 4- During normal and random operational testing the boom 
controller kill sv.~tch was activated (accidental or intentional) to terminate launcher cage 
motion; hov.ever, it did not stop launcher cage motion. This test \vas repeated several 
times ·with the same resuh occurring each time. This test examined how launcher motion 
was affected under the folJO\ving sequence of events: 

-LLM sto\v while in BC mode 
-during stow activate kiil switch (accidental or intentional) 

6.0 Results - This result section will follow the outline established in the SRRE 
approach. There \Vere many tests perfonned during the SRRE assessment. As each test 
was performed, the test conductor (TC) and technician made observations and notes 
about each test perfonned. A summary of these observations/notes is provided at. the end 
of each test procedure, which are provided in the Appendices. If the data \Vas reduced. 
specific parameters were plotted and evaluated to detennine whether the system was 
perfonning in accordance with the safety definition established at the beginning of this 
task. Each test was designed to evaluate how the launcher responded to a specific event 
insertion. If the launcher responded as expected, the data \vas not reduced. 
Understanding the design was a key factor in developing the scenarios and lest 
procedures. As the team gained more kno,.vledge about how the system operated, it 



became obvious that testing the conditions for Scenario 1 and 2 would not provide useful 
information as it relates to safety. The reason is that after launcher software stops the 
cage motion, the brakes are applied, therefore no safety issue exists. 

As a result of perfom1ing the normal and random operational tests (scenario 8), 
several undesirable conditions were identified as a safety concern. When the data was 
reduced and evaluated, it was determined that the effect was on both the munition firing 
and the cage motion. Therefore, the details of the results of sc-enario 8 will be addressed 
in both the launcher movement and munition firing sections. 

6.1 Launcher Movement- The basic premise was that the cage control design was not 
adequate to provide sufficient personnel safety without major restrictions. Also, single 
point failures were a major focus in this assessment. Reduction of the data supported the 
stated premise (i.e. inadequate design). As the tests were performed, the launcher's 
response was observed, and the understanding of the control loop design improved, it 
became obvious that when the inner/outer control loops were interrupted, the cage 
movement became uncontrollable. The data analysis supported only two ways of 
stopping the launcher under this condition- Overspeed condition and Damage Zone 
violation. The sub-paragraphs of Section 6.1 will provide the detail to support this 
position. 

6.1.1 Scenario 3 Test 3 Run 1- This test was to evaluate the launcher's response when 
the system looses control of the Azimuth motor servo coil, which resulted in the launcher 
going to an uncontrolled state. Figure 1 provides a plot showing that the launcher is out 
of control for 2.885 seconds, resulting from design implementation (i.e. the servo motor 
valve can drift to a fully open position when this function is interrupted). Note that the 
software detection overspeed function (i.e. emergency stop) issued a brake command 
resulting from an overspeed condition. The launcher moved approximately 500 mils past 
the programmed stop position (1600 mils) and moved approximately 1300 mils in an 
uncontrolled state. The cage mo·vement was less than 22 mils from brake command 
applied to launcher movement stop. See Figure 6-1 
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Figure 6-1 



6.1.2 Scenario 3 Test 71 Run 1- This test was to evaluate the launcher's response 
when the system looses control of the Azimuth yoke resolver function by interrupting 
excitation voltage which resulted in the launcher going to an uncontrolled state. Figure 2 
provides a plot showing the launcher motion as a function of cage movement and time. 
The cage was commanded to a reload position but at 1500 miis the cage directions 
reversed, moving approximately 150 mils before the manual kill switch ,·vas energized, 
thereby terminating cage motion. The system as designed did not recognize the loss of 
this function allowing the launcher motion to continue probably until an emergency stop 
condition is satisfied (i.e. overspeed or damage zone condition). See Figure 6-2. 
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Figure 6-2 

6.1.3 Scenario 3 Test 77 Run 1- This test was to evaluate the launcher response when 
the system looses control ofthe Azimuth cage resolver function by interrupting the 
excitation voltage. Figure 3 provides a plot showing the launcher motion as a function of 
cage movement and time. \\Then the event was inserted, this caused the cage resolver 
data to be corrupted.. The software interpreted this corrupted data as a sottware damage 
zone condition, which resulted in issuing an emergency brake command (damage zone 
condition) to stop launcher motion. The nature of the event prevented the 
instrumentation from capturing the cage movement, allowing only a time evaluation 
coupled with the system as designed for understanding the results/system response. See 
Figure 6-3. 
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Figure 6-3 

6.1.4 Scenario 3 Test 18 Run 1 - This test was to evaluate the launcher response when 
the system looses control of the elevation shaft resolver function by interrupting the 
excitation voltage which resulted in the launcher going to an uncontrolled state. Figure 3 
provides a plot showing the cage motion as a function of movement and time. \Vhen the 
event was inserted, the launcher was in an uncontrolled state for approximately 0.5 
seconds. The cage moved into a damage zone, which resulted in issuing a etr.~ergency 
brake command (damage zone condition) to stop launcher motion. The system as 
designed did not recognize the loss of this function allowing the launcher motion to 
continue into the damage zone. The software recognized damage zone violation, thereby 
issuing an emergency brake command that stopped the launcher motion. See Figure 6-4. 
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Figure 6-4 
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6.1.5 Scenario 3 Test 56 Run 1- This test \:Vas to evaluate the launcher's response 
\>v'hen a foreign signal was inserted into the control system to detennine the stability of 
the launcher. An input signal (6mA for lsec) was applied to the servo coils thru the 
Gunter Box. The event caused the launcher to slow down, the speed up and then 
launcher motion stopped. Data analysis indicated that an emergency overspeed brake 
command was issued. The initial launcher movement was being controlled by the boom 
controller (in maintenance speed) but the cage '-Vas driven to an overspeed condition 
\Vithout the software recognizing that the maintenance had been violated. See Figure 6-5. 
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Figure 6-5 

6.1.6 Scenario 4 Test 3 Run 1- During this ripple round firing (eleven rocket) mission, 
the inserted event did not affect the completion of the eleven round mission. Upon 
completion of this mission, the stow prompt appeared on the FCP and was pressed. This 
caused the launcher to partially stow (i.e. elevation moved down approximately ten 
degrees) and the cage motion stopped. Since the event had opened the AZ servo coils 
(i.e. causing the 1nner loops to be interrupted) hence no AZ cage movement occurred. 
After approximately 40 seconds, the interrupt switches were repositioned to the norma1 
position, resulting in the completion of the sto\v function. Analysis of the data showed 
that the servo yoke dfdn't move, thereby explaining no cage motion but the software 
terminated the stow function, but left a hangjng command to the servo coils. Analysis of 
the circuit design explained why the cage functioned as observed. Since the launcher's 
response was different from similar event insertions in Scenario 3, the test conductor 
decided to rerun the test. 

Run 2 and 3 - When the two reruns were executed and when the event was 
inserted into the system, the firing stopped but the as designed cage moved 
uncontrollably until the emergency damage zone function stopped the cage motion. 
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6.1.7 Scenario 8 Test 2- \\'nen the data was reduced and analyzed, it was determined 
that a BC command was not cleared. (Specified by SRRE team as hanging command.) 
When a cage movement command S\:vitch is pressed, the system control loop sees this as 
a valid jnput, even though the kill switch has interrupted functions that prevent launcher 
motion. When the kill switch is repositioned back to the nom1al position and <'resume" is 
pressed, uncontroHed cage motion occurred CCW and set U1e brake. The evaluation of 
the data indicated that the cage motion was tenninated by the emergency stop function, 
therefore the system was in an uncontrolled state. \Vhen the SRRE team reran this test 
with 5.0 software, the boom controller hanging command was corrected. 

6.1.8 Scenario 8 Test 3- During the normal and random mode testing, the test 
conductor established a condition that allowed the launcher to oscillate in azimuth about 
± 60 mils. 

6.1.9 Scenario 8 Test 4- When the SRRE team began using the 5.0 software, this 
update affected the operation ofU1e kill switch in the boom controller mode. This kill 
switch, using 5.0 software, \Vould not stop cage motion. 

6.2 Munition Firing- The testing executed in Section 5.5.5 and 5.5.6 were to evaluate 
the launcher safety environment when abnormal events were inserted into the firing 
circuits and to determine if the launcher allows firing outside of the safety window 
requirement(± 3 mils). 

6.2.1 Scenario 5 Test 51, 54, 57- These tests were to obtain data to detennine that the 
firing circuits/SNVT circuits are working in accordance with the as design SNVT 
requirements. The data obtained from the SNVT testing verifies that the SNVT captured 
the abnormal conditions ("High/Low" impedance requirements) when the events were 
insened into the launcher system. 

6.2.2 Scenario 6 Test 61, 62- These tests were to obtain data to verify all firing circuits 
\Vork in accordance with the operational design requirements (Hangfire/Misfire ). The 
data obtained in these tests verifies that the system captured the abnormal condition 
(Hangfirei1\1isfire) when the events \\'ere inserted into the launcher system. Also, these 
conditions were displayed on the Fire Control Panel (FCP) for the operator's infonnation 
and/or action. 

6.2.3 Scenario 8 Test 1- This test was to demonstrate that the system would terminate 
the fire mission when the cage rosition violates the safety window{± 3 mils). When the 
event was inserted, after the 2° rocket, the hydraulic pump shut off and a third round was 
fired. When the data was reduced and analyzed, it was detennined that on the first test, 
the 3rd rocket fired outside of the± 3 mils safety window. Having determined this safety 
concern, the SRRE team repeated the same tes1 many times (20-30 times), but was 
unsuccessful in duplicating the san1e results. Apparently the system bus traffic increased 
and the wrong "ok to fire" message vvas reported to the WIU for the 3rd round 
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7.0 Conclusion- The SRRE team has identified three design deficiencies that effect the 
personnel safety environment of the M270A 1 launcher weapon system. T\vo of the 
deficjencies are related to the launcher cage motion and the other is related to the 
murution firing. 

7.1 Launcher- Figure 7-1 provides a functional flow chart of the M270A 1 control 
system. Analysis of the control system logic and the understanding of how the design 
was implemented, the SRRE team concluded that when either the inner or outer loop is 
intenupted, the launcher cage becomes uncontrollable. When either of the loops are 
intenupted, regardless ofwhat created the condition, the as design looses control of the 
cage movement,. therefore the cage motion will depend upon how the control loop's logic 
responds to this condition. The analyses for Scenario 3 Test 18, 71 ~ and 77 confirms thai 
the launcher moves uncontrollably and is stopped oniy by the emergency shut down 
function. Since the as design system does not recognize that the cage is out of control, 
then cage motion ultimately is stopped by issuing a brake command, resulting from the 
emergency overspeed or damage zone function, thereby applying the cage brakes. 

The hanging command was identjfied in Scenario 4 Test 3 and Scenario 8 Test 2. 
These tests interrupted the servo coils, which interrupted the control loop. The as design 
system did not recognize this condition, therefore allowed active commands to remain in 
the buffer creating a personnel safety hazard condition. 

Cage Control Operational Flovvchart 

Figure 7-l 

7.2 Munition Firing- During ripple firing, Scenario 8 Test 1 and the analysis of this 
test (section 6.2.3) determined that a rocket could be fired outside of the± 3 mil window. 
This condition resulted from improper reporting of the "ok to fire" function to the \VIM 
software logic. 
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7.3 Safety Launcher Criteria - The SRRE team concluded that when the launcher did 
not meet the definition of a safe launcher (reference section 1.0). a criteria must be 
provided to identify an acceptable level of safety. As a result of data analysis, cage 
movement speed, and circuit design analysis, the following criteria is provided: 

• Launcher cage movement control is regained within 81 milliseconds or 2 
degrees of cage movement. 

• FCS infom1s operator of fault condition before next action. 
• Launcher software does not rely on brake application for control. 
• Firing circuits do not make uncommanded firing pulse. 

8.0 Recommendations- The SRRE team has two recommendations: 
l. Place restrictions upon the use ofthe launcher to provide an acceptable 

personnel environment for the user of this weapon system. 
2. The design deficiencies should be corrected as soon as possible. thereby 

removing the launcher restrictions. 

9.0 Design Considerations- During the SRRE team assessment of the M270A 1 
weapon system, the safety office requested that the team note any areas/concerns that 
were not safety related but would increase the understanding of the M270A 1 operation 
and any future upgrades and/or new systems that might be produced. The team 
concluded from observations and preliminary data analysis that the control system 
a1gorithm bad not been optimized and the hardware design did not have an independent 
means to verify position and speed (truth), thereby resulting in hard\vare single-poim 
failures and allowing uncontrolled cage motion. It was also determined through analysis 
that minor hardware design changes would enhance the cage movement performance. 
The design approach for stopping the cage at aimpoint is less than desirable (i.e. not an 
optimal design), but the hardware selection/implementation might have been a major 
design element. thereby allowing a decision to be based upon progran1 cost and schedule, 
resulting in poor performance. 

In summary, it is very important that lessons learned be applied to the next 
generation design (new or upgrades). Having concluded this, here are some antidotes 
that if applied to any application will produce an effective program/product: 

• Never use software. to fix a hardware problem. 
• Software and Hardware should always be designed and selected together 

from a systems approach. 
• Hard decisions early in a program make for easier decisions later; the 

reverse is also true. 
• Changes in the initial design without detennining fuil impact throughout 

the system and operation usually causes unforeseen problems downstrean1. 
• Identifying the root cause of a problem eliminates speculation on the 

solution. 
• Good management \VHI sort oui the essentials from the non-essentials. 
• Design decisions based solely on cost and schedule are doomed to fail. 
• All hard design decisions follow this rule: Correct deficiency now or pay 

much more (te,n times and up) later. 
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Appendix 5- Acronym List 



AZ-Azimuth 
BC - Boom Controller 

Appendix 5 
SRRE Acronyn1 List 

COTS - Commerc)al Off the Shelf 
CSV- Comma Separated Values 
CCVI - Counter Clockwise 
CW- Clockwise 
EL - Elevation 
FCP - Fire Control Panel 
FCS - Fire Control System 
GB - Gunter Box 
GPS -Global Position System 
H\\1 - Hard'.vare 
LDS - Launcher Drive System 
LlDAS- Launcher Instrumentation and Data Acquisition System 
LIU - Launcher Interface Unit 
LL!\1- Launcher Loader J\,1odule 
L:t\.1 - Lockheed l'v!artin 
1v1LRS- Multiple Launch Rocket System 
MSD- Mass Storage Device 
PNU - Position Navigation Unit 
SNVT- Short No Voltage Test 
SPF - Sil1gle Point Failures 
SRRE- Safetv Risk Reduction Effort 

"' 
SV../- Software 
TC- Test Conductor 
TCC - Test Control Counter 
VME- Versa Module Europa 
\VlU - \Veapons Interface Unit 
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Revision A 

3.2.7 Transportability. M270Al Launcher shall be capable of being transported without 
damage by appropriate commercial and military trnnsportation systems. Transport shall be by 
rail, aircraft (C141B and C17). highway, ships, barges and Army lighterage. Preparation t:in:!e for 
the M270Al Launcher shall not exceed 12 hours for removal and 12 hours for replacement of 
those components needed to meet weight restrictions of the aircraft. Removal of components to 
satisfy the aircraft weight restrictions will be limited to operator and organizational level 
maintenance personnel and will be accomplished without the aid of any support equipment (i.e .• 
cranes, hoist li.fts, etc.). The M270Al Launcher will be loaded and transported with a maximum 
of 1/4 tank of fuel. 

32.8 Identification and marking, Identification and marking of end items and components 
shall be consistent with those already in the Army inventory. 

3.2.9 Interchangeability. All major components. assemblies and replacement parts shall be 
physically and functionally interchangeable without modifications of the items or the equipment. 

3.2.10 Safety. 

3.2.10.1 General requirements. Protection shall be provided against hardware and software 
catastrophic and critical hazards for operating and maintenance personnel and associated 
equipment. Mechanical and electricallelectronic safety. to include safety factors/margins, shall be 
equal to or exceed those of the Basic M270 MLRS Launcher hardware as defined in Section 6. 
Weapon controls and circuits shall prevent unintentional firing. and safety critical electrical and 
mechanical control circuits cannot be actuated in improper sequence. 
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3.2.10.2 Critical hazard. Single-point failures which may result in catastrophic or critical safety 
hazards or mishaps, shall be precluded from the system except for those identified in Safety 
Assessment Reports (SAR) as defined in paragraph 6. 

3.2.10.3 Elec1rical and electronic safety. The electrical and electronic safety requirements shall 
be as follows: 

a. Personnel and equipment safety shall be as delineated in applicable commercial electrical 
standards/codes to prevent catastrophic and critical safety hazards and mishaps. 

b. Personnel shall be protected from contact with voltages greater than 30 volts root mean 
square or direct current. 

c. The launcher shall incorporate cable connectors so wired that the pins arming and firing 
signals in the connectors are separated to avoid critical malfunctions resulting from bent 
pins. Cable connectors shall have positive measures to prevent mismatching or loosening. 

d. The system shall ensure that all monitoring circuits are isolated from functional (firing) 
circuits by using separate circuits leading back to or from separate contacts, relays, or 
switches. 

3.2.10.4 Mechanical safetY. The mechanical safety requirements shall be as follows: 

a. The launcher shall prevent the inadvertent reversing or mis-mating of fittings or 
couplings on liquid. hydraulic and pneumatic lines and mechanical linkages. Pneumatic 
systems shall have a minimum burst pressure of 4 times normal operating or fill pressure 
and a proof pressure of 1.5 times normal operating or fill pressure. 

b. Sharp comers and edges, projections, and hot surfaces that personnel will be exposed to 
in the operation of the weapon system shall not be included in the launcher. Shielding 
may be nsed only in those areas where eliminating the hazard is not possible. 

3.2.10.5 Environmental safety. The environmental safety requirements shall be as follows: 

a. Toxic materials as identified by OSHA shall not be used in the system or support of the 
system. Toxic gases resulting from rocket firings shall not exceed industrial hygiene 
standards in the vehicle cab when it is properly sealed and ventilated Operating and 
maintenance personnel exposure to toxic gases resulting from the heating of any 
component shall not exceed industrial hygiene standards. 

b. Cancer suspect agents identified by OSHA standards shall not be used in the system or 
support of the system. 

c. The launcher shall have a man-rated crew cab and shall provide crew protection from the 
rocket firing environment, e.g .• blast overpressure. exhaust gases, thermal energy, blast 
debris and acoustic noise (when double ear protection is used). The man-rated crew cab 
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AMSAM-SF (385-l6a) 

!v:1EMORANDU11 FOR AMSM1-J\11v1C-MA-N1 
SFAE-MSL-PF-SE-P 

31 Jan 02 

SUBJECT: M270Al Safety AssessmentJSafety and Health Data Sheet (S&HDS) in Support of a 
l\1ilestone ill Decision 

1. References: 

a. M270Al Safety Risk Reduction Effort (SRRE) Final Executive Summary, Jan 02. 

b. M270A1 LRIP ill Final Safety Assessment Report (SAR), Lockheed Mart1n Report No. 
53420/2001R-5003, 20 Dec OL 

2. System Description. The M270Al Launcher is an upgrade to the standard version M270 
l...auncher. The improvements consist of a new Fire Control System (FCS) and new Launcher Drive 
System (lDS). The FCS functions with all the LDS sub-systems to provide overall controi of the 
J\1270A 1 Launcher. The FCS is equipped with a Global Positioning System (GPS) that provides the 
launcher with precise location information and fully supports munitJons \Vith embedded GPS 
receivers. The FCS features Built-in-Test (BlT) and Built-in-Test-Equipment. (BITE), for isolating 
malfunctions to the Circuit Card Assemblies (CCA). The M270A 1 hydraulic system is an upgrade 
to the hydraulic system of the current version t>.1270 Launcher. The launcher cage moves 
simultaneously in azimuth and elevation for firing and reload operations. The speed in azimuth has 
been increased 5 times that of the current system and elevation has been increased 8 times. The aim 
to fire time has decreased from 93 seconds \Vith the current system to 16 seconds and the reload has 
been decreased from 260 seconds to 160 seconds. From a System Safety perspective, it is this 
launcher cage speed increase and change in the software and hardware which controls the cage 
movement that is considered to be the primary safety critical areas of concern during development 
of the M270Al Launcher. · 

3. Prime Contractor Safety Assessment. During the critical development period of the M270A 1, 
Lockheed Martin cut their safety program to apply needed resources to problem areas considered 
crucial to completion of the program, particularly 1n the software area. It wasn't until the LRIP 3 
contract that agreement was secured for Lockheed to complete their Safety Assessment. Per 
reference 1 b, Lockheed has performed a top level Safety Assessment and provided their position on 
the safety of the M270A1 Launcher. Although not currently documented in their Safety 
Assessment, they have recently agreed to the follO\ving statement: The M270A1 Launcher is 
considered safe for fielding provided strict adherence to established safety procedures are followed. 
No other agreements, statements or conclusions regarding system safety of the M270A 1 Launcher 
may be dire.ctly or indirectly implied or inferred without prior review and consent by the Lockheed 
Legal department. 
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SUBJECT: M270Al Safety Assess/Safety & Health Data Sheet in Support of a MS ill Decision 

4. Government Safety Assessment. As a result of contractual and Government requirements to 

( certify that the M270A l Launcher is safe for Fle1ding not being ab1e to be met approximately a year 
before the Fielding decision, agreement between the AMCOM Safety Office and PFR1\1S P.MO was 
secured to establish an independent Government Team to address this issue. This Team, called the 
Safety Risk Reduction Effort (SRRE), was formed to make a safety assessemem of the M270A 1 
Launcher, specifically to evaluate the level of safety, identify risks, and make recommendations to 
the PFRMS PO in support of a Materiel Release Decision. The focus of the SRRE was on 
J\1unitions Firing/Circuits and Launcher Movement concerns related to Personnel Safety issues only. 
An extensive assessment and testing effort consisting of insertion of events/faults/interruptions in 
the Launcher software control loop and firing circuits during the operational mode was 
accomplished to capture the Launcher's reaction. No safety issues were discovered in the safety 
crit1cal Firing Circuits/SNVT/PNU areas, but normal design operational characteristics and software 
control loop single-point failures that could present hazards to operating personnel were identified. 
Two software changes and six specific design related fixes were recommended by the SRRE for 
incorporation into the design of the M270Al Launcher to enhance safety or correct the identified 
deficiencies. five of the design related fixes are the subject of a Get \Vell Plan for Fielding the 
Launcher. Operating restrictions were also identified to lessen the impact of these deficiencies and 
a1Jo;;>.: Fielding of the M270Al Launcher. These operating restrictions define a 3 meter rule for 
personnel safety while the Launcher Drive System (LDS) is on, and also restrict the M270Al LLM 
from moving or unloading rocket pods from a HEMTI!HEMAT/PLS. The complete list of SRRE 
identified deficjencies and recommended ch:mges/fixes, and which forn1 the basis of-a Pre-Fielding 
Plan and a Post-Fielding Get Well Plan, are described as follows: 

a. FCS Soft\vare changes: 

l) Double-Tap. For the Fire Control Panel (FCP) operator, the intent is to require two 
deliberate actions, including prompts with a FCS message, to move the Launcher cage to 
a desired position at Iactical speed. This prevents accidental movement of the cage by 
inadvertent action and requires deliberate knovvledge and action by the operator to move 
the cage at tactical speed. 

2) Maintenance Default. Upon FCS start-up and initialization, the Launcher cage speed 
defaults to a slower maintenance speed, and requires a deliberate operator action to move 
the cage at tactical speed. 

b. Specific Launcher control and safety related design changes (in order of priority): 

1) Launcher Movement/Control- As a result of identified single-point failures in the 
software control loop, an independent means for the Launcher control software to 
perform a parity check against known position and speed at all times is recommended to 
remove the potential for uncontrolled behavior potential with the Launcher. It was 
further recommended that this improved process of monitoring and regaining control be 
held to within 3.5 degrees or 81 msec, with the ability of the FCS to infonn the operator 
of a fault condition before resuming. 
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2) Boom Control Kill Switch - TI1e current M270A 1 boom controller has a kill S\Vitch 
that is only active in boom control mode. It \vas recommended that this switch be 
changed to be active full time and inh1bH three functions: the Azimuth brake, Elevation 
brake, and PTO. This active full time function \Vill add an increased level of safety for 
Launcher personnel when not in boom comroJ mode, and add increased reliability and 
safety by wiring this switch directly lO the Az!El brake and PTO, instead· of shorting a 
low voltage power supply as currently configured. 

3) St.ale Message and Hanging/Latent Commands- An issue \Vas discovered during the 
SRRE whereby it was possible to fire a rocket outside of the 3 mil safety window. 
Although this is a very Jow probabiJJry and not likely in-the-field event in and of itself, il 
uncovered a characteristic of the type of message traffic delay issues and system bus used 
\Vhich may have ramifications in other undeterm1ned areas. It was recommended that to 
prevent stale messages or hanging!Jatent commands.from causing potential safety issues, 
essentially due to a Launcher event using an old or late message check, that a fmm of 
time/event tagging be implemented on each message to prevent this issue from creating a 
problem 1n areas not currently identified. 

4) Timeout of Last Command in Buffer- An issue was discovered whereby 
commanding the Launcher cage to stop and then resuming at the PCP could cause a 
sudden uncontrolled movement then sudden stopping of the The cause of this is a 
command left stored in the buffer from a previous action, and \Vhen resume is pressed 
after operation with the boom controller, the cage performs the action left in the buffer 
instead of resuming in a ready for next command mode. The version of FCS soft\vare 
scheduled for fielding corrects this problem by clearing the buffer before pressing 
resume command~ It was recommended that this issue receive further assessment since 
time restrictions prevented the SRRE from a complete evaluation of this deficiency for 
all operations, and the fact that other unusual behavior was noted related to correction of 
this problem in the latest version of software. 

5) Launcher Cage OsciJJation- In the left or right load/reload position and booms 
extended, pressing boom left or right then stop sets the cage into an oscillation of about 
24 inches at the fonvard end. A safety hazard is created if pods are hanging from the 
hooks and off the ground. Although it is an easy condition to stop with the boom 
controller once noticed, it is a control issue that should not exist for the long tenn in a 
Fielded Launcher. 

6) Additional KiJJ Switches- As a result of the dismounted crew not having a capabihty 
to kill the Launcher cage movement in an emergency situatjon, it was recommended to 
add an additional km switch 10 each side of the base of the Launcher LLM in the event 
uncontrolled motion of the cage was experienced. As stated in the recommendations for 
the Get Well Plan below, the PFRMS PM and User made the decision to not pursue 
incorporation of these kill switches since this was not considered practical in a tactical 
military rocket Launcher, dting possibJe mission performance related issues. 
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5. Conclusions. Based on all safety assessment documentalion available lo date, especially the 
results of the Govemment Safety Risk Reduction Effort (SRRE) conducted on the M270Al, several 
conclusions are made as follows: 

a. No safety issues or unacceptable risks have been identified in lhe safety critical areas of the 
M270A1 Firing Circuits/SN'VTIP!\'0, therefore, no further recomn1entlations are required. 

b. The M270Al Launcher has suffkient design safety incorporated to protect itselffrom 
mechanical damage via the Damage Zones, therefore, no further recommendations are 
required. 

c. The M270A 1 has several identified norn1al design operational characteristics and software 
control loop single-point failures that present potential hazards to operating personnel 
requirin-g -action to ·be takerr:-These identified safety issues are considered residual hazards 
that require either acceptance of risk or correction prior to Fielding and/or Post-Fielding in a 
Get Well Plan. These actions are defined below in the Recommendations paragraph. In 
addition, until all residual hazards are corrected or the risk properly accepted by the required 
decision authorities, ?\1270Al Operating Personnel must strictly adhere to Operatjng 
Procedures developed and approved by the PFRMS Pl\10, the User and the AMCOM Safety 

- -Office: -xny deviation in the-,rec-omrilendoo Operating Re-'Strict.ions and-Procedures ohhe 
SRRE must also be included in any Risk Acceptance process and signed by the appropriate 
decision authority. 

d. A Health Hazard Assessment has been completed on the fvi270A 1, to include a revised 
Noise Hazard survey as a result of the changes and upgrades in hardware from the basic 
M270 Launcher. No additional Health related hazards were identified over that already 
known for the basic M270 Launcher. 

6. Recommendations: Based on the conclusions above and all safety assessment documentation 
available to date, especjally the results of the Govemment Safety Risk Reduction Effort (SRRE) 
conducted on the M270A 1, several recommendations are made as follows: 

a. Pre-Fielding. Two Software changes (paragraph 4.a.) have been recommended to improve 
operating personnel safety by requiring deliberate FCP operator action in key cage control 
areas (Double-Tap and Start-up Mruntenance Default). These changes have been accepted 
and are currently planned for the March FCS Soft\Vare drop. 

b. Fielding/Post-Fielding: 

1) lmplementation of identified operator restrictions/procedures is required for the 
fielded Launcher. Strict adherence to these procedures is absolutely mandatory to ensure 
an acceptable level of safety is maintained during operation of the M270Al Launcher. In 
addition, the User and PFRMS PMO is required to accept any risk associated with 
devia1ion from the recommended restrictjonslprocedures identified by the SRRE. 
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2) Establish and implement a Get Well Plan to address and correct safety deficiencies 
jdentified by the Government SRRE. Agreement has been obtained from the PFRiv1S 
PMO on 5 of 6 SRRE recommendations (paragraph 4.b.) to correct identified safety 
deficiencies, and a Get Well Plan is being formulated with a not to exceed end date of 24 
months from Materiel Release. The one safety recommendation, addition of a kj}l switch 
on each side of the external base of lhe Launcher, ;.,vas considered by the User and· 
PFRMS PM to be undesirable for a tactical vehicle and a decision was made to not 
implement this design modification. The remaining 5 SRRE recommendations, 
identified above in the Get Well Plan under paragraph 4.b., are currently being assessed 
and actions to begin devdopment work are in process with the PFRMS P:MO decision 
that they will be handled in a priority and ASAP fashion. At the end of the 24 month Get 
Well Plan period, if any of the five recommendations are not completed and incorporated 
into fielded launchers for cost and/or technical reasons, an amended Safety Assessment 
will be prepared and will consider the necessary action to take, or a request for 
acceptance of risk by the required decision authorities will be coordin:ned. 

7. Final Safety Statement. Fielding of the M270Al Launcher with the residual hazards 
identified, the associated Operating Restrictions, and implementation of a Get Well Plan requires 
the Materiel Release to be classified as Safety Conditional. It should be noted that satisfactory 
compleu on and i ncorporarrnnof'tl~11'70:A'l-operating-contrnlTet:ommendati ons under the Get 
Well Plan will remove the added safety operating restrictions and remove the Safety Cond1tionnl 
Materiel Release. A System Safety R.isk Assessment (SSRA) per Anny Regulation addressing these 
safety issues for Fielding is cun·ently in preparation concurrent with the conduct of the Materiel 
Release process. and must be signed by all decisjon authorities up to the PEO prior to Materiel 
Release. The Operating Restrictions identified by the SRRE are currently in process of being 
revised by the User and any delta changes considered necessary by the User will be incorporated 
based on an understanding of acceptance of risk in the changed areas. In Summary, based on aU 
the defined agreements for Fielding and Post-Fielding and acceptance of risk identified in the 
Recommendations above~ the M.270Al Launcher is approved for Fieldir1g, and is therefore 
considered safe for Fielding providt~d strict adherence to established operating 
restrictions/procedures are follovred. 

8. The POC in this office and preparer of this Safety Assessment is ML Gary lndihar, AMSAM
SF, 842-8638, Email gary.indihar@redstone_army.mil. 

/S/ 
JOIL~ C. FROST 
Chief, A?v1COM Safety Office 
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REDSTONE ARSENAL. AL ASAMA 358!18·8000 

REPLY 10 
~.n£}oltiOHOf 

Precision Fires Rocket and Missile 
Systcws ProJect Office 

Letter No. 213 S 

January 24, 2002 

Locl<..heed >.1artin Missiles and Fire Control - Dallas 
r...1ail Stop: MM-25 
P.O. Box 650003 
Dallas, TX 75265 

Dear 

The following contract data Hem, submitted for approval via NOA- J-
53530/2002NOA-501 0 on 24 January 2002, is disapproved: 

Document Title: M270Al LRJP In Final Safety Assessment Report 
Document Date: 20 December 2001 
Government Document Number: N/A 
Government Document Revision: None 
Contractor Document Number: 3-53420/2001R-5003 
Ccmtract: DAAHOl-00-C-0109- M270Al LRlP 3,4,5 
Dnta item: AOOJ ·SAFETY ASSESSMENT REPORT {SAR} 

Rationale for disapproval: This M270A 1 UUP 3 Safety Assessment Report (SAR) 
lS not in compliance with DI-SAFT -801 02B, Jt does not provide an adequate and 
sufficiently in-depth or detailed safety ann lysis and a:;sessment of the M270A l, and 
ccmtains many errors ond misstatements. This SARis considered more of a prelimmary 
SAR expected at the beginning of a development program than one required of a final 
product at the end of development and production. This SAR does not reflect the level 
effort required to properly as::.ess the safety and risks associated \Nith the design of the 
M270A l ln addition, very lirtle substance has been provided m the SAR lAW D1-SAFT-
80 l 02B that supports the conclusions, recommendations. and safety statement of Sections 
1 O, 11, and l 1.3. As n matter of fact, these sections provide contradictory statements and 
errors, some of '>Vhich are nonsens1cal. 

I am fumishin a copy of this letter to 
MSAM-AC-TM-C}. 

PES-PDM), DCMA PT-03 (L~fMFC-D't, and 

SFAE-MSL-PF-B~-1-:\.P), 
.SFAE-MSL-PF-

( L i'-·1MFC-D). 



-2--

have any questions regarding ihis !cacr, you may contact 
the PFIUv1S Data Management Branch POC, 

Sincerely, 

Lieutenant Colonel , U.S. Army 
Product )\1anager. Improved Launcher 
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Comm:mding General's Determination 

Having reviewed the U.S. Army Aviation and Missile Command Materiel Release Revie'N 
BoanF s recommendation and having considered all factors required by AR 700-142, I 
hereby approve a conditional and training release of the Multiple Launch Rocket System 
M270Al Launcher. The conditional release consists of 38 launchers, with 26 going to the 
U.S. Armv Forces Command and 12 goine. to the National Guard Bureau. The training 

~~ ..... - "'"' 

release consists of six launchers going to the U.S. Army Training and Doclrine Command. 

j 
I 
l 
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MLRS MAINTENANCE INFOR.~fATION BULLETIN (MIB) #02001 
SUBJECT: SAFETY BULLETIN FOR M170Al 

1. This Mm applie.~J onlx to M270Al fielded units. 

2. MIBs should be filed for future reference. MIBs will be used to .... ._.,,.....,,,..., sJ:~Hxaeu 
information to the field through Logistics Assistance Representatives (LARs) supporting 
M270A 1 units. 

3. The attached Safety Bulletin should be distributed to users and must 
adhered to by all military and other personnel during the operation of the 
launcher. 

4. As safety precautions, a '-TTI'"''"'" 
of the LM and as a result 
development, which could not be re-enacted. 

5. These procedures have been incorporated into the ffi'lM and must adhered until 
further notice. 

6. The POCs for this action 
AMSAM-MMC-MS-MMA. 



MLRS MAiNTENANCE INFOR.Y\U TION BULLETIN (MlB) #02001 
SUBJECT: SAFETY BULLETIN FOR M276Al 

1. This MIB applies only to M270Al fielded units. 

2. MIBs should be filed for future reference. MlBs will be used to expedite set(:x:te;u 
information to the field through Logistics Assistance Representatives (LARs) supporting 
.M270Al units. 

3. The attached Safety Bulletin should distributed to 
adhered to by all military and other personnel during the operation 
launcher. 

users and must 
~1270Al 

4. As safety precautions, a rule 
of the LM and as a result of unconunanded 
development, whlch could not be re-enacted. 

been put into place due to the higher 
movement that 

5. procedures have been incorporated into the IETM must adhered until 
further notice. 

6. The POCs for this action 
AMSAM-1\flvfC-MS~MMA. 



Safety Bulletin for M270Al 

The foHo\\ing IETM procedures must be adhered to until further notice. The M270A 1 
reload procedures have been modified from the current M270 reload procedures. 

3-MeterRuJe 

No personnel \\ill be within a 3-meter safety zone around the LM while it is 
moving regardless of whether it is at Tactical or Maintenance speed. This applies 
to all LM movement regardless of whether it was commanded from the Fire 
Control Panel (FCP) or the Boom Controller (BC). 

No personnel are allowed within 3 meters of the LM while the LDS is on except 
during reload operations. During all operations other than reload, the carrier 
engine must be turned OFF before entering the 3-meter safety zone. 
Cre"vmembers in the cab are excluded from the 3-meter rule as long as they 
remain in the cab. 

No personnel will violate the rule if an LM hardware occurs, LM 
moves in an uncommanded direction, or LM moves faster than maintenance 
\\ith the BC until the FCS has been recycled. Prior to the FCS being recycled, 
personnel may be within the safety zone if the carrier engine is off. 

During BC operations, the operator must hold the boom controller in hand until 
the carrier engine is off. The BC operator must maintain the 3-meter distance and 
will ensure that all personnel comply with the restrictions above prior to 44W .... ~ ... j<, 

LMmovement. 

The 3-meter safety rule not apply if; 
• Carrier engine is off. 
• Carrier engine is on but the LM is stowed and the LDS is off 

Reload Procedures 

Once the LM is positioned for reload, only the Gunner may step into the 3-meter 
zone to remove the BC from its bracket. Once the Gunner has the BC 
in hand and has stepped back out of the 3-meter safety z.one, the other 
crewmembers may step into the safety zone to perform reload procedures. AU 
crewmembers must step out of the 3~meter safety zone while the Gunner is 
repositioning the LM. 
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The Gunner must have the boom controller in hand and must maintain a 3-meter 
distance from the LM during the entire reload operation except when removing or 
replacing the BC from its storage bracket. No other personnel will be in the 3-
meter safety zone while the Gunner is removing or replacing the BC from its 
storage bracket. 

Pod Handling 

The LM '"'iU not be slewed in azimuth with either or both booms extended and the 
pod(s) attached (on the ground. hanging, or raised against hoist carriage assembly) 
except during combat operations. 

The launcher will not be used to move/unload pods from a HEMTT/HEMATIPLS 
(i.e. any re-supply vehicle/trailer) except during combat operations. 

Override Prompt 

IfFCS OVERRIDE is selected to override a POD LOCKED. POD lJNLOCKED, 
JURY STRUT PRESENT or BOOMS EXTENDED condition, the warning v.ill 
not display again until the LM is stowed. Caution must be taken during 
subsequent operations to prevent damage to the LM and hoists. Once the LM is 
stowed, the OVERRIDE is reset and all warnings ·will display the next time the 
LM is moved. 
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